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Problem

Air Force training depends to a considerable extent on the
transmission of information through textual materials. This pres-
ent work was performed to define and clarify methods for increas-
ing the capability of written materials to transfer information to
the reader.

Approach

Variables drawn from current psycholinguistic and intelle-
tive function literature were defined and related .o current theories
of learning. Then, for each variable, two sets .J reading materials
were developed: (1) a set which is heavily weighted :n the variables,
and (2) a set which is lightly weighted. These sets of materials
were administered to airmen. After reading the materials, the air-
men were tested to determine how we" comprehended the vari-
ous materials. Comparison of the comprellension of the materials
which were heavily loaded on the psycholingtostic and the intellec-
tive variables with the comprehensibility of the materials which were
low on these variables provided the basis for statements relative to
the effects of manipulating these vair.bles on comprehensibility.

Results

The effects of psycholinguistic and intellective function re-
lated variables on the comprehensibility of written materials were
demonstrated. :Methods for improving the readability/comprehen-
sibility of te':tual materials were defined. New techniques for judg-
ing the comprehensibility of textual materials have been made avail-
able, and initial insights into methods for computer analysis of text
have been developed.

Conclusions

Written training materials caa now be made more efficient
and cost-effective. The findings are not only pertinent to increas-
ing the comprehensibility of training materials but also to the com-
prehensibility of all written materials.
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('HAPTER I

OVERVIEW

For several years, Applied Psychological Services, under
the sponsorship of the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
has been engaged in research into methods for increasing the com-
prehensibility of written materials as employed in Air Force tech-
nical training. Such research will become increasingly important
if the literacy level of the typical recruit declines withi.n the all
volunteer service concept. Mainly, however, increasing the com-
prehensibility of the textual materials employed in the training situ-
ation clearly can be expected to reduce training time and costs and
to increase training effectiveness.

The initial efforts of the program produced a comprehensive
review of methods for measuring readability/ comprehensibility
(Williams, Siegel, & Burkett, in press) along with experimental
data relative to the questions of how and in what training context
auditory supplementation of written materials will increase the
transfer of knowledge (Lautman, Siegel, Williams, & Burkett, in
press). During the course of the prior work, it became evident that
currently available methods of measuring the readability/compre-
hensibility of textual materials are less than adequate. Such meth-
ods (Flesch, 1943; Dale & Chall, 1948; Smith & Sentner, 1970) rely
on frequency of common word use, word length counts, sentence
length counts, and the like as a basis for measuring the readability
of textual materials. Quite obviously, such counts fail to consider:
(1) the familiarity of the reader with the subject content vocabulary,
and (2) the inherent mental or intellectual load placed on the reader
by the textual materials.

In regard to the first point (familiarity of the reader with the
subject content vocabulary), the word "zeitgeist" will be unfamiliar
to most laymen but highly familiar to most behavioral scientists. Ac-
cordingly-, the sentence "His work was not in tune with the zeitgeist"
will be highly comprehensible to most behavioral scientists but dif-
ficult for others. Accordingly, it seems that word frequency, as
found in most lists of familiar words in the English language, cannot
be employed as an index of the readability of technical text. Similar
arguments may be advanced vis-a-vis the metric basis for other as-
pects of current readability indices which rely on such counts.

11
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In regard to the second point (conceptual difficulty of the
materials), available methods of measuring readability obvious-
ly fail to consider such aspects as the memory load placed on
the reader, the inductive or deductive reasoning involved in
mastering the text, the number of stimulus-response units in-
volved, and the length of the various chains, the clarity of the
multiple discriminations involved, and the like. A text which
contains the statement "The reader will be able to derive this
equation for himself" will be more difficult for most readers than
thr text which does not place this mental load on the reader. The
importance of decreasing the mental load on the reader as a tech-
nique for increasing readability/comprehensibility was initially
evidenced in a study performed by Siegel and Siegel (1953), who
Flesch analyzed the major preelection speeches of Eisenhower
and Stevenson. Stevenson had been criticized during the course
0° the campaign for speaking at too high a level. The Flesch anal-
ysis failed to indicate any difference between the speeches of the
two candidates. The conclusion to be drawn is that Stevenson's
words weren't any bigger or less familiar than Eisenhower's- -the
problem was in the depth and intellective involvement required by
Stevenson's thoughts.

Gestalt and behavior theory principles seem tv be especially
relevant to arguments favoring a more wholistic analysis of read-
ing difficulty. Gestalt psychology has taught us that learning begins
with a whole, not with elemental parts. The whole, in perception
and learning, is more than the sum of the parts. In reading, one
must attend to certain nonphysical aspects of the reading situation
(e. g. , relationships, proximity, ambiguity, closure, meaningful-
ness, context, etc. ). Most of the prior elementistic formulations
to measuring readability/ comprehensibility are unable to account
for the additional difficulty caused by variations in the wholistic
aspects of textual material. The basis for the current approach is
that a more fruitful and diagnostic approach to readability/compre-
hensibility measurement would include the nonphysical attributes of
textual material. Inclusion of the structure-of-intellect and the psy-
cholinguistic involvement imposed by reading material provides an
opportunity for a wholistic analysis, since these factors cannot be
considered in an elementalistic fashion.

12
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Purpose of Present Program

Accordingly, the present program focuses on the develop-
ment of techniques which reflect the readability/comprehensibil-
ity of textual materials on the basis of tht, intellective involve-
ment inherent in comprehending the materials. To this end, two
separate but related approaches to readability/ comprehensibility
measurement of textual materials were investigated: (1) an ap-
proach which is based on and drawn from the Guilford structure-of-
intellect model, and (2) an approach which is based on contempo-
rary psycholinguistics.

The logic, methods, and findings of the approach based on
the structure-of-intellect constructs are described in Chapter II,
while Chapter III presents a similar description relative to the psy-
cholinguistic approach. Finally,. Chapter IV of this report presents
a description of techniques for automatically deriving the structure-
of-intellect and psycholinguistic metrics (developed and described
in Chapters II and III) through digital computer methods.

13
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CHAPTER II

READABILITY/COMPREHENSIBILITY AS RELATED
TO THE STRUCTURE-OP-INTELLECT MODEL

The structure-of-intellect (SI) model (Guilford, 1967;
Guilford & Hoepfner, 1971) was developed by Guilford in conjunc-
tion with his research on intellectual abilities over a 20 year peri-
od. Many years of factor analytic research by Guilford and his
associates at the University of Southern California produced a hy-
pothetical construct as to the nature and structure of human intel-
lectual activity.

The SI model is a cross classification model that classifies
intellectual abilities along three different dimensions. Each dimen-
sion is divided into categories which intersect with the categories
of the other dimensions of ability. Mental operations represent one
dimension of classification in the SI model. The five mental opera-
tions are: (a) cognition, (b) memory, (c) divergent production, (d)
convergent production, and (e) evaluation.

The second classification dimension of the SI model involves
the content areas of information on which the mental operations
are performed. These areas of information include: (a) figural,
(b) symbolic, (c) semantic, and (d) behavioral. Thirty separate
abilities can be derived from the combination (intersection) of the
five categories in the mental operation dimension and the four cat-
egories in the contents dimension.

The final dimension of intellect in the SI model concerns the
formal types of information dealt with. These informational types
or products can be units, classes, relations, systems, transforma-
tions, and implications. When the six products are combined with
the five operations and with the four contents, 120 orthogonal abil-.
We-. result. The SI model is composed of these 120 abilities. The
SI model, then, can be viewed as a three dimensional cube. This
cube is shown in Figure 2-1.

15
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No prior research has been performed on the adaptation of
the SI model to readability/comprehensibility. The reason for this
is easy to understand, The SI model is not couched in terms that
can be readily related to readability! comprehensibility. Guilford
describes his SI model in ability or tested ability terminology. Our
first step, then, is to convert Guilford's tested ability concepts in-
to readability: comprehensibility concepts. Specifically, our con-
tention is that textual materials which require high letrels of SI abil-
ities for mastery can be said to be less readable/comprehensible
than materials which require lower levels of these abilities. The
problem then becomes that of deriving metrics which can be applied
to textual materials, and which reflect the SI abilities required to
master the materials. This involves adopting the SI model to a rez-d-
ability; comprehensibility format such that the degree to which a par-
ticular reading selection is loaded in various SI factors may be qmn-
tified. Since the SI model contains 120 cells (abilities), a sample was
required. To this end, those SI abilities which seemed most relevant .

to the readability/comprehensibility problem in the Air Force techni-
cal training context were selected for study. The abilities so selected
were: cognition of semantic units, cognition of semantic relations,
memory of semantic units, memory of figural units, convergent pro-
duction of semantic implications, convergent production of semantic
systems, divergent production of semantic units, and evaluation of
symbolic units. Each of these is expanded on categorically below.

Factors Derived from the SI Model Involved
in Readability/ Comprehensibility

Cognition of Semantic Units (CMU)

Cognition of semantic units in the readability/ comprehensi-
bility context is defined as the extent to which the text forces the
reader to r,,cugnize a diversity of word forms. Thus, the rhyme
"One little piggy went to market, one little piggy stayed home" is
held to be readable because of the common word use. The redundan-
cy of words is held to increase readability. The same material writ-
ten as "A unitary small piggy went to market, one little hog stayed
home" is held to be less readable than the original text.

17



Cognition of Semantic Relations (CMR)

Cognition of semantic relations is defined as the extent to
which the text fcces the reader to recognize the relationship be-
tween two items or words. Guilford (1967) uses analogy and word
linkage tests to measure this factor. In word linkage tests, the test
taker is required to match sets of words in terms of their related-
ness or connectedness. This factor can be varied in reading materi-
al by requiring the reader to form analogies or word linkages while
reading. One would expect that increasing the requirement for rela-
tional thinking in a reading selection would decrease reading compre-
hension.

Memor, of Semantic Units (MMU)

Memory of semantic units is synonymous with memory for
meaning and facts. Guilford (1967) uses a memory for ideas test
to measure this factor. By implication, it can be held that textual
materials with a higher degree of replication of various facts and
ideas will be more comprehensible than materials with a lower de-
gree of such repetition.

FAaluation of Symbol it Units(ESU)

In order to comprehend symbolic: units, a mental conversion
is required. Guilford (1967) used an abbreviation test to measure
ability to evaluate symbols. Accordingly, the sentence "The C.I.O.
is affiliated with the A. F. of L." is held to be more difficult than the
same text in nonabbreviated form. The logic here holds that persons
will better remember and comprehend the material when it is express-
ed in semantic form than when it is expressed in symbolic (abbrevi-
ated or acronym) form.

Memory of Figural Units (MFU)

The memory for figural units involves the ability to recon-
struct unitary facts presented in figural as opposed to textual form.
Guilford and Hoepfner (1971) used map reading tests to measure abil-
ity on this factor. In the readability/ comprehensibility context, we
hold that the figurally presented information which presents the great-
est memory load on the reader will be the most difficult.

18
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Diergent Production of Semantic Units(DMU)

According to Guilford (1967), divergent production of seman-
tic units involves the ability to enumerate class members given cer-
tain class properties. With regard to the readability of training texts,
inclusion of divergent production of semantic units would require the
reader to enumerate class members on his own rather than have the
class member supplied by the reading selection. We hypothesize that
the require anent for divergent production in reading materials will
yield decreased readability/comprehensibility.

Con*ergent Production of Semantic Systems (NMS)

In the measurement of converges . production of semantic sys-
tems ability, Guilford (1967) used tests of ordering. To extrapolate
to the readability/comprehensibility context, one would conjecture
that the readability of organized material is greater than that of the
same material with the sentences arranged in a less organized format.

Convergent Production of Semantic Implications (NMI)

Guilford and Hoepfner (1971) use symbolisms, attribute list-
ing, missing links, and sequential association tests to measure con-
vergent production of semantic implications. Reading material loaded
in convergent production requires the reader to perform syllogistic
reasoning tasks. Material which does not require this ability would
complete the syllogism for the reader. Increase of the convergent
production of semantic implications load in a text should decrease
comprehensibility.

Related Literature

The literature analysis that follows is both theoretical and
eclectic in that the ideas of men with widely varying theoretical per-
suasions are employed to support the selected SI factors as related
to textual readability,' comprehensibility. The criteria for inclusion
in this analysis is that the ideas represented bear some relevance,
either by analogy or directly, to the SI factors as readability metrics.



Generally, the bulk of the ideas represented come from four sources:
(a) reading literature, (b) classical behavior theory including rein-
forcement theory, contiguity, etc., (c) gestalt theory, and (d) phe-
nomenological theory.

Both Briggs (1966) and Lumsdaine (1966) feel that the the-
oretical constructs of learning theory must be accounted for so that
instructional materials can be improved. Some of the ideas depicted
here have been used to support our selection of all the SI factors col-
lectively; other ideas apply to only one or a few of the selected factors.

Basically, any situation which requires reading comprehension
also requires learning. That is, a reading situation is also a learn-
ing situation. The reader may not be required to learn the reading
passage or book totally, but he is required to remember the concepts,
facts, relationships, and implications presented in the reading. Ac-
cording to Gagne (1965), learning is a change in human capacity not
dependent upon maturation or growth. "The kind of change called
learning exhibits itself as a change in behavior, and the inference of
learning is made by comparing what behavior was made possible be-
fore the individual was placed in a 'learning situation' and what be-
havior can be exhibited after such treatment. The change may be,
and often is, an increased capability for some type of performance"
[p. 5]. The above definition given by Gagne" corresponds precisely
to the paradigm of an individual prior to and after he reads textual
material.

The Reading Literature

The bulk of the reading literature tends to be supportive of
the "cognition of semantic unit:4" factor. Essentially, this ability
reduces the vocabulary load that the text places upon the reader.
As word diversity increases, the potential for unfamiliar or novel
words increases. This places a greater vocabulary load on the in-
dividual reader.



Gray and Leary (1935) separated good from poor readers
and found that different factors accounted for or correlated with
comprehension scores. For "poor" readers vocabulary corre-
lated the highest with comprehension, but for "good" readers
sentence length and structure correlated the highest with compre-
hension.

Dale and Tyler (1934) used three principles to produce reading
selections which were "easy" to read: (a) use of very basic vocab-
ulary, (b) use of informal style characterized by conversational
manner and anecdotal examples, and (c) freedom from digression
from the topic of interest. The number of technical words in a
passage was found by Dale and Tylor to be a correlate of compre-
hension. Similarly, George Miller (1951) indicated that short fa-
miliar words are easier to read than unfamiliar words. Finally,
Lorge (1944) found that vocabulary was themost important single
determinant of readability.

Various authors have used different methods to measure the
vocabulary difficulty in a reading selection. One of these methods
is the proportion of words not appearing on Dale's list of 769 com-
mon words (Lorge, 1944; Spache, 1953; Gray & Leary, 1935).

Another measure, the "type/token ratio, " is the ratio of
different words to the total number of words in a passage. The
type/token ratio is an index of communication flexibility or vari-
ability (Osgood, 1953).

Fleseh (1943) thought that abstractness as well as other vari-
ables could be included in a readability formula. Flesch used the
syllable count per 100 words as his measure of abstractness. In
the context of the present research, we expect that any reading
selection the requires evaluation of symbolic units would be more
difficult than straight prose. By their very nature, symbols are
compact abstract representations or abstractions, (words, thoughts,
etc. ) and they require an inordinate amount of time to read and
remember when compared to normal prose.
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One of Harris' (1961) principles for remembering what one
has read is that "material that is well organized in the reader's
mind is easier to remember than material which is unorganized.
The efficient reader tries to grasp the author's plan and to under-
stand the relationships between ideas and the relations between the
major ideas and the facts or details which give them definite mean-
ing" (p.445). The above statement can be applied to several of the
selected structure-of-intellect factors. First, when reading mate-
rial requires cognition of semantic relations cr convergent produc-
tion of semantic systems then, by implication, we can infer that
the material is less well organized than it could be. A requirement
for rulational thinking in reading means that the thoughts and ideas
in the passage are not logically, or contiguously related. Accord-
ingly, if a reader must provide relations not provided by the read-
ing passage, he will have a more difficult time comprehending and
remembering the selection.

In a tike manner, reading material which requires convergent
production of semantic systems is relatively disorganized. For
example, is a reader is presented with a disorganized system of
sentences (parts1 and for comprehension to be evidenced the reader
must be able to assimilate and integrate these parts into a syste-
matic whole, the passage will be difficult. Assimilation and integ-
ration, in this context, is akin to organizing the parts of the systems
into a sensible whole so that conceptual understanding can occur.

Harris (1961) also indicates that reading material which is too
difficult for a reader can affect his concentration and effort with
the resultant loss in comprehension. "The children who can main-
tain good effort and concentration when working onvery difficult
material usually do not become remedial problems" (p. 462). Harris'
contention possesses implications for all of the selected structure-
of-intellect factors. Each factor, when incorporated into reading
material, requires extra effort and concentration on the part of the
reader.



Classical Behavior Theory

Generally, the ideas presented in the following sections
were derived without adherence to any behavioral learning the-
oretic concept. The intent here is to relate, either by analogy
or inference, behavior theoretic concepts to the SI factors in the
readability/comprehensibility context.

Distributed Practice vs. Massed Practice. According to Hovland
(1951), interference is the factor which dissipates during distrib-
uted practice. Thus, distributed practice is preferred to massed
practice which produces interference. Accordingly, the more
tightly woven a series of facts in a reading selection, the more
difficult the readability/comprehensibility of the selection. The
more test pauses in the selection--in which new facts can be as-
similated by the reader--the easier it will be to read. The fore-
going ideas, then, can be used to support the memory for semantic
units factor in reading/comprehensibility. As the number of sep-
arate facts and ideas in a reading passage of a given length in-
creases, the likelihood that the learning (comprehension) will be
of the "massed practice" type increases.' As the number of facts
and ideas in a passage of a given length decreases, the learning
will be of the "distributed practice" type. Hence, the more the
reading selection requires the memory for semantic units factor
the greater the probability that the learning will be of the massed
rather than of the distributed type.

Distributed and massed practice principles can also be em-
ployed to support the contention that increased convergent produc-
tion of semantic systems will decrease comprehensibility. With
regard to the convergent factor, the more parts to the system
which the reader has to integrate in a passage of a given length,
the more the learning will be "massed. " Essentially, the two
aforementioned factors can be reduced to one; i. e., the greater
the amount of information that the reader must process in a read-
ing selection of a given length, then the greater the probability that
"massed practice" will ensue with the consequent decrease in read-
ing comprehension.



Whole vs. Part Learning. When comparing whole learning to part
learning, several factors must be taken into consideration:

1. part learning is better when motivation is
low, because results appear sooner

2. whole learning is superior with greater con-
tinuity and meaningfulness in materials to
be learned

3. as the amount of material to be learned in-
creases, the part method increases in use-
fulness

4. as the intelligence of the readers increases,
the whole method increases in superiority

5. after practice with both methods, the whole
method gradually assumes superiority
(Hovland, 1951)

Given the aforementioned principles, it would seem that
whole learning is .iuperior to part learning, except when the materi-
al to be learned li quite difficult, lengthy, or lacking in meaningful-
ness. On this basis, then, if the level of the selected structure-of-
intellect factors in .urporated into reading material is increased, then
the reader is forced to use the less effective part learning method.
When confronted with "meaningful" or difficult text, the reader is apt
to use the part method to learn (comprehend) the passage. As we have
just shown, use of the part method generally results in slower learn-
ing.

Serial Learning. Serial learning phenomena, as described by Hovland
(1951), are dependent upon the number of isolated facts that the reader
is required to learn. In addition, items at the beginning and end of a
series are learned more quickly than those at the middle of the series.
Seemingly, serial learning phenomena are most relevant to memory
for semantic units, convergent production of semantic units, and con-
vergent production of semantic systems. As the number of facts or



ideas which must be remembered increases, the longer it will
take to learn (comprehend) a given reading passage. Similarly,
as the number of parts in a system which the reader is required
to assimilate increases, the longer the learning (comprehension)
time. In summation, then, serial learning phenomena offer a
singularly important insight into the reason why comprehension
will be increased if two of the structure-of-intellect operations
are considered in the writing of prose materials.

Multiple Discrimination Learning: Multiple discrimination learn-
ing principles can be applied to explain why the memory for seman-
tic units factor should influence the comprehensibility of textual
materials. According to Hovland (1951) and Gagr4 (1965), multiple
discrimination learning is facilitated by material which is meaning-
ful, distinct, and differentiated. If the material contains many
ideas and facts which are relatively undifferentiated (memory for
semantic units), then the material will be harder to comprehend
than material which contains fewer replicated facts and ideas.

Generally, the more meaningful the material, the easier it
is to learn. For example, if one compares time to learn nonsense
syllables with the time it takes to learn related words, he will find
the latter to be learned more quickly. The meaningful material is
more differentiated and the nonmeaningful material is less differ-
entiated and amorphous (Hovland, 1951). Text which is loaded on
the evaluation of symbolic units suffers in the same way as nonsense
syllables. Symbolic units are less familiar and more abstract repre-
sentations of ideas and concepts. Since symbolic units are often ex-
treme abstractions which have little meaning in and of themselves,
they serve to interfere with learning.

Similarly, as the number of required class members in a
text requiring divergent production of semantic units increases,
the less the explanatory value or comprehensibility of the text.
When a text requires the convergent production of semantic sys-
tems and the convergent production of semantic implications, the
text is essentially incomplete. When performing convergent pro-
duction of semantic systems, the reader is required to extrapolate
from the material. When performing convergent production of



semantic implications, the reader is required to draw inferences
or deductions not provided in the text. The incompleteness de-
scribed in the two foregoing instances is an indication of a relative
lack of meaningfulness. This lack of meaningfulness, then, should
produce a decrease in the comprehension of textual material,

Stimulus Generalization. The more similar a situation is to that of
the original learning situation, the higher the likelihood that it will
evoke the same learned response or behavior (Hilgard, 1956). Sim-
ilarly, in reading, the more the comprehension questions are similar
in their stimulus properties to the reading passage, the better the
individual is likely to show comprehension of what he has read. This
problem can contaminate the measurement of comprehension. The
individual may comprehend the reading passage. But, because its
stimulus properties are different from the comprehension questions,
there may be a lack of stimulus generalization and an apparent lack
of learning. This explanation is essentially the same as that offered
by Underwood (1949) to describe contextual factors in learning and
retention. That is, if one learns under a certain context and is test-
ed for retention under another context, the amount retained will be
a function of the degree to which the learning-retention context was
changed. Underwood cites an experiment in learning paired non-
sense lists, in which only the background color of the paper was
changed during the retention test. During the retention test, con-
siderable decrement was evidenced (28 per cent) and relearning
took almost three times the number of trials as wheti the context
was unchanged. This stimulus generalization (contextual) aspect
of learning can be used to explain why reading materials loaded
on memory for figural and, indeed, on all the remaining structure-
of-intellect factors, will yield inferior comprehension.

Contiguity and Word Chaining. One of the canons of classical be-
havior theory is that contiguity is necessary for learning to occur
(Gagne, 1965). Contiguity is reflected in the cognition of semantic
relations and convergent production of semantic systems. Reading
materials which a re loaded on these factors fail to incorporate con-
tiguity. In order for the reader to comprehend properly the mean-
ing, he must mentally place the verbal material in proper juxtapo-
sition. He must impose contiguity or systematization on material
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which is not contiguous or systematic. Since the ability to impose
contiguity is dependent on prior experience, information, and logic,
we would expect that comprehending reading materials loaded in
the cognition of semantic relations and convergent production of
semantic systems would be more difficult.

With regard to word chains, most of us have a repertoire
of chains of verbal associations that have been previously learned.
That is, word ordering and word chains are predictable. Many
words within phrases are dependent and tend to occur together
(Miller, 1951), Accordingly, when previously learned chains are
disrupted, or are not present in reading passages, then, new learn-
ing may be required on the part of the reader. Again, as with con-
tiguity, the presence of cognition of semantic relations factor in
reading material may disrupt previously learned chains and pro-
duce a consequent reduction in reading comprehension.

Motivation. Staats and Staats (1963) suggested that the more inten-
sive the work involved in learning discriminative stimuli in reading,
the more aversive the reading will become. That is, the more con-
centrated effort and work the individual has to put forth, the more
unpleasant the reading behavior. Therefore, any response that re-
moves the individual from the aversive learning situation will be re-
inforced. Although these comments constitute an argument in favor
of more gradual introduction of discrimination learning in children, .

it can also apply to adults who are unexpectedly given a very difficult
or unfamiliar (in form) reading passage which requires a considerable
amount of work on their part. This motivational factor applies to all
of the selected structure-or-intellect comprehensibility factors, in-
asmuch as loading a text on any or all increases the work effort re-
quirement, and a consequent decrease in motivation is likely to oc-

. cur.

Additionally, when a more difficult learning (comprehension)
task is involved, a motivational problem is apt to become involved.
The adult reader may not foresee the probability of obtaining any
reinforcement for his extra effort and will therefore work less to
learn the materials loaded more heavily on the structure-of-intel-
lect factors.



Gestalt Theory

The gestalt theorists, although primarily concerned with
perception, had much to sa?r about learning. One of the basic
gestalt laws, the law of pragnanz, states that learning is a re-
structuring of the field, or a perceptual reorganization in order
to form more complete gestalts (Pittenger & Gooding, 1971;
Hilgard, 1956; Wertheimer, 1958). The "law of pragnanz" is
based on several other "laws. " These are discussed in the para-
graphs that follow.

Closure. Perhaps the most. salient gestalt principle, for our pur-
poses, is that of closure. In perception, a closed figure is one
which is bounded (Bobbitt, 1958). In learning, when the whole is
not complete, tension arises with an accompanying drive toward
completion (closure). This is the gestalt "law of effect" which
allows for reinforcement (Hilgard, 1956). Pittenger and Gooding
(1971) indicated that unlearned material lacks closure or is ambigu-
ous. The learner normally attempts to reduce the ambiguity which
exists. It is not teacher behavior which causes learning, but "Learn-
ing is a .. process of organizing perceptions to reduce ambiguity
(solve problems)" [p. 97].

When examining the structure-of-intellect based comprehen-
sibility factors, it is apparent that several involve the principle of
closure. That is, materials loaded on these factors set up a state
of tension or ambiguity which the reader must remove. A textual
passage which is loaded heavily on the divergent production of se-
mantic units factor makes the reader strive toward closure. In es-
sence, then, this type of text requires more restructuring of the
field on the part of the reader. This task may be quite difficult or
impossible for some readers.

Reading materials loaded in the convergent production of
semantic systems also fail to produce closure because the reader
is required to assimilate the parts (sentences) of the syhtem into
a systematic whole.
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Finally, reading materials loaded on the convergent pro-
duction of semantic implications impose a heavy closure involve-
ment. That is, with such materials the reader must cognitively
supply the missing information in order to reduce the state of
ambiguity.

Similarity. The law of similarity simply indicates that individu-
als tend to group perceptually similar items together (Wertheimer,
1958). With regard to paired associates learning, the gestalt psy-
chologists demonstrated that similar pairs were more easily
learned than dissimilar pairs (Hilgard, 1956).

In one sense, the law of similarity only applies to the mem-
ory for semantic units factor. That is, the more differentiated (dis
similar) the units or words in the text, the harder they are to learn
or comprehend. In the other sense, the law of similarity can be
applied to all of the selected structure-of-intellect factors in the
same manner as stimulus generalization. The greater the simi-
larity between the comprehension questions and the textual materi-
al, the greater will be the comprehension.

Proximity,

The gestalt principle of proximity can be considered equiva-
lent to behavior theory's principle of contiguity. That is, items
that are temporally or spatially connected together are considered
more meaningful. Perceptually, the learner is compelled to group
nonproximate items together into a meaningful whole. Many mem-
ory traces based on the law of proximity can be built up in an indi-
vidual such that he expects certain words to occur together in n,

specific juxtaposition. This latter concept is equivalent to the word
chaining phenomenon of behavior theory. The law of proximity ap-
plies primarily to reading materials involving cognition of semantic
relations and secondarily to materials involving memory for figu-
ral units and evaluation of symbolic units. Text which imposes a
heavy cognition of semantic relations load on the reader violates
the law of proximity, because many of the words and phrases in
the reading passages are not couched in a meaningful manner. The
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reader is required to restructure the material. This increases
the material's difficulty level. The reader must cognitively im-
pose proximity on the material so that it can become meaningful.
Consider the following passage:

The doctor and the psychiatrist entered the
hospital room. They proceeded to pull out
their syringes, medicines, and Rorschach
cards.

The passage violates the law of proximity and the stimulus
trace concept based upon the law of proximity. The passage
would be more meaningful and require less relational ability if it
read:

The doctor and the psychiatrist entered the
hospital room. The doctor proceeded to pull
out his syringes and medicines while the psychi-
atrist pulled out his Rorschach cards.

In the latter passage, the reader is not required to cogni-
tively link thQ doctor with syringes and the psychiatrist with Ror-
schach cards. The passage accomplishes this for him. The pas-
sage brings the doctor and the psychiatrist in proper juxtaposition
to the items they are removing from their bags.

Prose loaded on the symbolic and figural factors can be
considered more difficult, in gestalt terms, because of the dearth
of stimulus traces for these materials. One is less likely to have
built up a series of symbolic or figural trace; than to have built
up a series of verbal traces. Such material is more difficult be-
cause there is a relative lack of past experience with symbols and
figures. That is, one cannot reply on familiar word chains and
phrases to ease comprehension.

Span of Perception. Miller (1958) has indicated that our ability to
process information is limited to seven units, plus or minus two.
One exception to this rule is that the span of perception increases
with familiar or previously learned material. Since symbolic (and
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in some cases figural) material is often completely unfamiliar,
memory for such units of information will be limited to the typi-
cal span of perception. Accordingly, the reader will have to
devote more study to symbolic and figural material than to the
more familiar conventional prose material in order to reach the
same level of comprehension. Given the same amount of time
to read both conventional and symbolic material, comprehension
of the symbolic (and figural) material will suffer because of the
reader's lack of experience and unfamiliarity with the symbolic
mate Hal.

Miller's thesis may also be applicable to the memory of
semantic units. Reading materials will increase in difficulty to
the extent that they contain more units of information (facts, ideas,
etc. ) than the span of perception allows. Of course, given suffici-
ent time to study a passage, familiarity with the contents will in-
crease, thus increasing the span of perception.

Fiore Ground and Signal Detection. The concept of figure and
ground would seem to be related to several of the selected struc-
ture-of-intellect facors. "In relation to ground, the figure is
more impressive and more dominant. Everything about the figure
is remembered better, and the figure brings forth more associa-
tions than the ground" [Ruben, 1958, p. 199]. Certain types of
reading presentations tend to confuse figure and ground and make
it more difficult to perceive figure. As with many of the other
principles here described, familiarity and past experience with
various types of material can determine what is perceived as fig-
ure and what is perceived as ground. Accordingly, materials re-
quiring the evaluation of symbc'.ic units (since it is unfamiliar) will
delay the reader's forming figure and ground concepts. He will
have to examine and familiarize himself with the symbolic material
before he is able to differentiate figure from ground. Until the fig-
ure is differentiated from the ground, no meaning or comprehen-
sion of the material can occur. Because the reader has a consider-
able amount of experience with conventional prose, he is more apt
to be able to differentiate figure (grasp the meaning of) from ground
(the stimulus constellation) when such conventional prose is used.
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In reading material which is loaded on the divergent produc-
tion of semantic units, there are fewer class members included in
the text. This lack of class members is analogous to a lack of fig-
ure. Accordingly, we hold that it will be more difficult for the
reader to comprehend such material.

The convergent production of semantic systems ability is
also related to the figure and ground concept. The reader is pre-
sented with a mass of unsystematic information from which he must
extract figure (assimilate, integrate, etc.). The reader is required
to derive order from such prose before it can be comprehended. The-
ory of signal detection is based on the observer's ability to detect or
differentiate signal when presented with both signal and noise. The
"hit" rate is the proportion of time the observer reports signal when
signal is present. The "false alarm" rate is the proportion of time
the observer reports signal when noise is present. The "miss" rate
is the proportion of time the observer reports noise when signal is
present. All of the selected readability/ comprehensibility factors
obfuscate or make it more difficult to detect signal (derive meaning)
when signal and noise are present. Undifferentiated and norimean-
ingful material would be considered noise by a reader while differ-
entiated meaningful material would be considered signal by the read-
er. The extent of reading comprehension, then, can be considered
the ratio of the signal strength to the noise strength. Conceivably,
material which is completely understood would be signal without noise.

PhenomPnological Theory

Combs and Syngg (1959) represent the phenomenological ap-
proach to learning. Their thesis is that we can change our behavi-
or only as a result of changes in self perception and changes in how
we perceive the environment. From this it follows that readers
will fail to learn materials which have no relevance or meaning to
their present lives. Therefore, the more obstruse the reading ma-
terial, or the more it is presented in a foreign manner, the less like-
ly it is to be learned. Materials which are irrelevant to the individu-
al will not exist in his field of experience and he will not be aware of
them. The work or Ebbinghous which indicated nonsense syllables
to be harder to learn and more easily forgotten supports the phenom-
enological point of view. Certainly, text which is loaded on any of

the structure-of-intellect factors here involved can be considered
to violate the phenomenological point of view. Each of the factors,
when included in reading matter, tends to make that material either
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more abstract or foreign to the reader in tern-is of his past experi-
ence and self perceptions. Consequently, the reader will be less
able to comprehend material to the extent that it does not fit his rel-
evant experiences. Phenomenological psychologists would probably
most heavily emphasize the symbolic and figural factors, since these
tend to involve the most abstract and foreign reading materials.

Methods and Procedures

Hypotheses and Experimental Design

The working hypothesis for this phase of the research was
that loading reading material on an SI factor will tend to make the
material less comprehensible or more difficult to read. Accord-
ingly, when the SI factor is not required or included in a reading
selection, the material should be relatively easy to understand.
The basic research paradigm was to present two equivalent groups
with two reading selections each of which contained exactly the
same information. The selections for one of the groups were not
heavily loaded on an SI factor; the selections for the other group
were highly loaded on the SI factor.

In order to determine if there are differences in the read -
ability /comprehensibility of the two type:- of reading material, a
test of comprehension was employeci. The test materials were
exactly the same across experime.ltal conditions. This procedure
is permissible, inasmuch as the same information was presented
in both the high SI load and the low SI load thaterials.

The question answered by this procedure is whether or not
varying the SI load imposed by a reading sele,.!tion accounts for a
significant proportion of the variation in reading comprehension
test performance. If those individuals who read the material which
was highly loaded on the SI factor scored significantly lower on the
test than those individuals not required to read the SI loaded material,
then the hypothesis is confirmed.

Relevant Structure -of'- Intellect (SI) Factors

The eight selected SI factors Rhich were considered relevant
to the readability/comprehensibility of written material are reviewed
in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1

Eight Selected Guilford SI Factors
and Their Associated Acronyms

SI Factor Acronym

Cognition of Semantic Units CMU
Cognition of Semantic Relations CMR
Memory of Figural Units MFU
Memory of Semantic Units MMU
Convergent Production of

Semantic Implications NMI

Convergent Production of
Semantic Systems NMS

Divergent Production of
Semantic Units DMU

Evaluation of Symbolic Units ESU

The reading selections employed and their associated tests
are presented and discussed in the subsequent sections of this chap-
ter.

Cognition of Semantic Units (CMU)

According to Guilford (1967), the -.'MU factor is best meas-
ured by tests of vocabulary. Our readability/ comprehensibility
conjecture relative to this factor was based on vocabulary diver-
sity. The type/token (T/T) ratio was chosen as the index of vocabu-
lary diversity. The T/T ratio is defined as the ratio of the number
of different words (types) to a total number of words (tokens).

In order to provide a reading selection with a low CMU in-
volvement, a section from a children's encyclopedia written at the
fourth grade level was selected. A sample portion of this reading
selection is presented in Figure 2-2.



Light

Have you ever heard someone say, "Turn the light

on--I can't see a thing?" Or: "We'll have to wait until

the sun rises before we can see?" .

Without light we would be lost. A long time ago

people depended upon the light of the sun to do their

work. They would begin to work when the sun rose and
would stop when the sun set.

Then people discovered fire and found that it could

light rooms at night. You know the famous story about how

Abe Lincoln used to read a great deal in front of his fire-

place just to get the light from the fire. Of course, many

people used candles, if they could afford them. Later a

fuel--kerosene--was used in special lamps.

Still later, gas--illuminating gas--gave us light in

our homes and even in our streets.

Figure 2-2. A sample from the Cognition of Semantic
Units (CMU) reading selection involving
a low CMU load on the reader.

The approach used to increase the T/T ratio involved system-
atic changes in the wording of the selection. Whenever possible
a synonym was used to replace some of the words that were used
more than once. Occasionally, entire phrases were changed in-
order to introduce variability. In all cases, care was exercised
so that the meaningfulness of the selection remained the same. A
corresponding high CMU load sample portion from this reading
selection is shown in Figure 2-3.
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Light
Did you ever hear someone say, "Turn the light

on--I can't see a thing?" Or: "We'll have to wait
until the sun rises before we can visualize?"

Without illumination people would be lost. A
long time ago the populace depended upon electromagnetic
radiation from a star to perform their tasks. Individuals
would begin their work when sol rose and these persons
would discontinue when sol set.

Then fire was discovered and the natives learned
that it could illuminate rooms at night. You know the
famous story about how Abe Lincoln used to read a great
dea3 in front of his fireplace in order to obtain the il-
lumination given off by the flames. Of course, many per-
sons lit candles, if they could afford these objects.

Later a fuel--kerosene--was burned in special lamps.

Subsequently, a gaseous compound--illuminating gas--
§ave us light within our abodes and even upon our streets.

Figure 2-3. Sample from the Cognition of Semantic
Units (CMU) reading selection involv-
ing a high CMU load on the reader.

The T/T ratio for the selection involving little in the way of
the SI factor was .504. The T/T ratio for the selection loaded
heavily on the SI factor was .611. This sort of difference in T/T
ratios is considered sizeable by conventional standards. Some
sample items fro.n the test of the CMU factor are presented in
Figure 2-4.
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Directions

Please fill in the blank spaces with the most

correct or appropriate word(s) or phrases.

1.
was the first source of

light used by people to do their work.

2.
used to read by the fire-

place

3. People discovered which was used

to light rooms at night.

4. People who could afford them used

as a source of light.

5.
was the first fuel in

special lamps.

Figure 2-4. Sample test items from the Cognition
of Semantic Units Test.

Cognition of Semantic Relations (CMR)

Cognition of semantic relations is the ability to recognize the
relation between two items or words. Guilford (1967) used analogy
and word linkage tests to measure this factor. Accordingly, the read-
ing selections which involve the CMR factor require the reader to
form word linkages and tax his ability to form correct relations
Figures 2-5 and 2-6 present portions of the reading selections used
to vary the CMR factor. The sample selection in Figure 2-5 pro-
vides the word linkages, whereas the sample selection in Figure
2-6 requires the reader to form the correct linkage or relation.
For example, the first linkage in Figure 2-5 involves delivery of
maps to a sergeant and doughnuts to the cooks in the mess hall. In
Figure 2-6, the correct mops-sergeant and doughnuts-cooks link-
age is not provided for the reader. Accordingly, this places a
heavier mental load on the reader.
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Truck Driving

When George Farguahar joined the Air Force, he did
not realize that he would get to see almost every aspect
of Air Force base operations. You see, Airman Farguahar
was assigned to the base motor pool as a deliveryman. A
typical day in the life of Airman Farguahar will be de-
scribed in order to show how a deliveryman can learn
about Air Force base operations.

At 0500 hours Airman Farguahar arrived at t.,e motor
pool. He then drove to the base warehouse to begin load-
ing his truck. By 0530 the truck was loaded for the morn-
ing deliveries.

The first delivery in the morning was to the 43rd
Squadron Mess Hall. A delivery had to be made to the
cooks and to the sergeant in charge of the clean up de-
tail at this mess hall. Airman Farguahar delivered mops
to the sergeant and doughnuts to the cooks. Next, Airman
Farguahar went to the base carpenters and machinist shop
in order to deliver nails to the carpenters and wrenches
to the machinists. The next delivery was to the automo-
tive repair shop to which torque wrenches were delivered
to the auto mechanics and fiberglass putty was delivered
to the body repairmen. At 0900 hours Airman Farguahar
took a much needed coffee break.

Figure 2-5. Sample from the Cognition of
Semantic Relations (CMR) reading
selection involving a low CMR
load on the reader.
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Truck Driving

When George Farguahar joined the Air Force he did
not realize that he would get to see almost every aspect
of Air Force base operations. You see, Airman Farguahar

was azsigned to the base motor pool as a deliveryman. A

typical day in the life of Airman Farguanar will be de-
scribed in order to show how a deliveryman can learn
about Air Force base operations.

At 0500 hours Airman Farguahar arrived at the motor

pool. He then drove to the base warehouse to begin load-

ing his truck. By 0530 the truck was loaded for the morn-

ing deliveries.

The first delivery in the morning was to the 43rd
Squadron Mess Hall. A delivery had to be made to the
cooks and to the sergeant in charge of the clean up de-
tail. Airman Farguahar delivered their mops and doughnuts.
By 0800 hours he was hlready on his way to the base car-
pentry and machinist snop in order to deliver to them their

supplies of nails and wrenches. The next delivery was to
the automotive repair shop at which a delivery had to be
made to the auto mechanics and body repairmen. At 0900 hours

Airman Farguahar delivered their special torque wrenches and

fiberglass putty. At 0945 Airman Farguahar took a much need-

ed coffee break.

Figure 2-6. Sample from the Cognition of Semantic
Relations (CMR) reading selection in-
volving a high CMR load on the reader.
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The metric for the CMR factor involve la tabulation of the
number of linkages that the reader is required to form per 100
WC-CIS. In the low CMR selection, the value of this metric was
0.00/100 words while in the more difficult selection the value
was 1.98/ 100 words.

Pigure 2-7 presents a sample of the test questions for this

factor.

Truck Driving

Directions

Please fill in the blank spaces with the most
correct or appropriate word(s).

1. Airman Farguahar delivered to

the sergeant in charge of the cleanup detail.

2. to the cooks of the mess
hall.

3. Airman Farguahar delivered to

the carpenters and

4. to the machinists.

5. was delivered to the
body repairmen at the automotive shop.

6. was delivered to the
auto mechanics at the automotive shop.

Figure 2-7. Sample test items from the Cognition
of Semantic Relations test.
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Memory of Figural lnits (MIT)

ivirkp reading was considered the most relevant type of
material for measurement of the MFIT factor (Guilford &
Hoepfne, 1971). It was hypothesized that as more infoma-
tion (in the form of labelled locations and items) is presented
on a map, the more difficult it will be to remember specific
aspects of the map.

Figure 2-8 presents the map employed to present only the
required amount of relevant information to the reader. Figure
2-9, on the other hand, iv esen.s the map which contains excess
information. Accordingly, the map presented in Figure 2-9
places a heavier :MT load on the reader than the map presented
as Figure 2-8.

The metric employed to measure this factor was based on
a tabulation of the number of labelled locations. The map in
Figure 2-8 contains 43 labelled locations whereas the map pre-
sented as Figure 2-9 contains 92 labelled locations. Sample
items for the MFU factor are shown in Figure 2-10.
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Directions

Circle the T in front of the statement if it is

true. Circle the F in the front of the statement if it

is false.

1. T F

2. T F

3. T F

4. T F

5. T F

The state hospital is located in the extreme

northeast section of Philadelphia.

Market Street is the main north and south

thru street in Philadelphia.

One can cross from Philadelphia to New Jersey

by using either of two bridges.

Temple University is located in the approxi-

mate geographical center of Philadelphia.

The Schuykill is the largest river that cuts

through Philadelphia.

Figure 2-10. Sample test items from the Memory of
Figural Units test.
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Memor,, of Semantic Units (M tU)

Typically, tests of memory for ideas are used to measure
the NINIU factor (Guilford, 1967). The reading selection which
was loaded with a relatively greater amount of MMU had fewer
replicated ideas and facts than the selection less highly loaded.
Figures 2-11 and 2-12, respectively, present samples of the
VIMU reading selections involving high and low MMU loads. The
metric employed in this instance was the number of replicated
facts per 100 words--4.25 and .27 for the selections presented
in Figures 2-11 and 2-12, respectively. In this case, a higher
value indicates easier material. Since it takes more words to
write a paragraph with replicated facts, filler material was add-
ed to the selection involving the greater MMU load. This pro-
cedure equated the length of the easy and the difficult materials.



Electronics Ground Safety

Medical records prove that electrical currents great
enough to cause actual burning kill less often than do
currents of much lower magnitude. In other words, currents
of lower magnitude kill more often than larger currents
which are capable of burning. Electricity kills by over-
riding the control that the nervous system exercises from
controlling bodily functions. The human body has sometimes
been compared to an automatic factory. Muscles are the
motors of this human automatic factory. Masterminding the
operation of these muscle motors of the human body is that
fabulously complicated calculator--the brain. The brain,
then, controls the operation of the muscle motors of the
body. This message center sends instructions to the control-
led parts of the body through an intricate electrochemical
network we know as the nervous system.

If overriden by an outside current, the electrical
impulses of the nervous system lose control of body func-
tions. External electric currents, then can result in the
nervous system losing control of the body. Particularly
dangerous are currents that enter the heart and respiratory
centers. Heart and respiratory centers are particularly
vulnerable to electrical currents, because they are vital to
body functions. Thus, a key factor in death by electrical
shock is the path of the undesired current within the human
body, as well as its magnitude.

Figure 2-11. Sample from the Memory for Semantic
Units (MMU) reading selection involv-
ing a low MMU load on the reader.
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Electronics Groune Safety

Medical records prove that electrical currents great
enough to cause actual burning kill less often than do
currents of much lower magnitude. Electricity kills by
overriding the control that the nervous system exercises
over the body. The human body has sometimes been compared
to an automatic factory. Muscles are its motors. Master-
minding the operation of these motors is that fabulously
complicated calculator--the brain.. This message center
sends instructions to the controlled parts of the body
through an intricate electrochemical network we know as
the nervous system.

If overriden by an outside current, the electrical
impulses of the nervous system lose control of the body.
Particularly dangerous are currents that enter the heart
and respiratory centers. Thus, a key factor in death by
electrical shock is the path of the undesired current with-
in the human body, as well as its magnitude.

(Filler material added to equate for length.)

Figure 2-12. Sample from the Memory for Semantic
Units (MMU) reading selection in-
volving a high MMU load on the reader.
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Electronics Ground Safety

Directions

Please fill in the blank spaces with the most

correct or appropriate word(s).

1. Currents that can burn kill
smaller currents.

2. Electricity kills by overriding the

that the

3. exercises over

the body.

4. The human body has sometimes been compared to

an

5. The masterminds the

operations of the muscles.

Figure 2-13. Sample test items from the Memory
of Semantic Units test.

Convergent Production of Semantic Implications (NMI)

Guilford and Hoepfne (1971) used syllogisms as a measure of
the NMI factor. Reading material incorporating a high syllogistic
reasoning requirement might look like that shown in Figure 2-15.
Figure 2-14 presents a sample of the same material with the re-
quired syllogisms completed for the reader.
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Airman Work

Each airman in Squadron A is required to perform K.P.

duty at least once in any calendar month. The only ex-

cept -ions to this regulation are sickness, emergency leave,

or guard duty. With regard to each of these exceptions,
the designated airman is required to make up his missed

K.P. duty so that another airman will not have to take K.P.

twice in his stead. Any airman who is assigned K.P. duty

twice in any Month is not required to take it the follow-

ing month.

Airman Smith has not taken K.P. duty as of April 29th

of this year. If April has 30 days, and Airman Smith is
not on guard duty or is not sick, then we know that Airman

Smith will take K.P. duty on April 30th or that Airman Smith

is on emergency leave. We also know if Airman Smith is on

emergency leave, that he will take K.P. duty twice during

the month of May.

Airman Johnson was assigned K.P. duty twice during the

month of April. Airman Johnson had K.P. duty on April 10th

and on April 30th. We know, then, that Airman Johnson was

taking K.P. for someone who was either sick, on emergency

leave, or on guard duty. We also know that Airman Johnson

will not have to take K.P. during the month of May. We do

not know, though, that Airm.n Johnson is taking K.P. duty

for Airman Smith, since Airman Johnson may have been taking

K.P. for someone other than Airman Smith.

Airman Lockhart was on emergency leave from April 1st to

April 20th. On April 21st Airman Lockhart was on guard duty

and on April 25th Airman Lockhart reported in sick to the in-

firmary. We can not assume from the above information that

Airman Lockhart missed his K.P. duty for the month of April,

inasmuch as there were several days remaining in April in

which Airman Lockhart could have served his K.P. duty.

Figure 2-14. Sample from the Convergent Production
of Semantic' Implications (NMI) reading
selection involving a low NMI load on
the reader.
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Airman Work

Each airman in Squadron A is required to perform K.P.
duty at least once any calendar month. The only excep-
tions to this regulation are sickness, emergency leave, or
guard duty. With regard to each of these exceptions, the
designated airman is required to makeup his missed K.P. duty
so that another airman will not have to take K.P. twice in
his stead. Any airman who is assigned to K.P. duty twice in
any month is not required to take it the following month.

Airman Smith has not taken K.P. duty as of April 29th of
this year. The month of April has 30 days.

Airman Johnson was assigned K.P. duty twice during the
month of April. Airman Johnson had K.P. duty on April 10th
and April 30th.

ALrman Lockhart was on emergency leave from April 1st
to April 25th. Airman Lockhart reported in sick to the
infirmary.

Figure 2-15. Sample from the Convergent Production
of Semantic Implications (NMI) reading
selection involvinga low NMI load on
the reader.

As in the MMU factor, the high level NMI factor reading
selection required the addition of filler material, inasmuch as
the harder material with the incomplete syllogisms consisted
of fewer words. The NMI metric was the number of syllogisms
required of the reader per 100 words. The reading selection
requiring little of the NMI ability (Figure 2-14) obtained a met-
ric score of . 00, while the reading selection requiring relative-
ly more of the NMI (Figure 2-15), obtained a metric score of
1.65.
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test.

Figure 2-16 presents sample test items from the NMI

Directions

Please circle the T next to the statement if it is

true. Circle the F if the statement is false. Circle

the U next to the statement if it can not be determined
whether the statement is true or false based upon the
information given in the text.

1. T U F If Airman Smith was on emergency leave on

April 30th would he be required to take
K.P. duty twice during the month of May?

2. T U F Airman Smith will take K.P. duty on April
30th.

3. T U F Airman Johnson was taking K.P. duty for

Airman Smith.

4. T U F Airman Johnson was taking K.P. duty for
someone else other than Airman Smith.

5. T U F Airman Lockhart missed his K.P. duty for
the month of April.

6. T U F Airman Smith will take K.P. on April 30th
unless he is on guard duty, has emergency
leave, or is sick.

7. T U F Airman Johnson was taking K.P. for either
Airman Smith or for someone else other
than Airman Smith.

8. T U F Airman Lockhart served K.P. duty between
April 22nd and April 24th.

Figure 2-16. Sample test items from the Convergent
Production of Semantic Implications
Test.
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Con%ergent Production of Semantic Systems (NMS)

In the measurement of the NMS factor Guilford (1967) used
tests of ordering or organizing ability. In the present context,
one well ordered and highly structured selection was constructed
(low NMS load). Various tabular presentations, mnemonic de-
vices, and visual aids were incorporated into this highly struc-
tured selection with the view that they would aid the subject in
organizing and learning the selection. Conversely, another pas-
sage (high NMS load) was constructed which contained the same
relevant information, but which lacked the various ordering de-
vices present in the selection described first. Figure 2-17 pre-
sents a sample of the well ordered material requiring little of
the NMS ability, while Figure 2-18 presents a sample of the less
well ordered prose.
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Artificial Respiration

muuTH-TO-MOUTH METHOD (EXHAUgkIR METHOD). It has been

proven that the mouth-to-mouth method of artificial respiration

is the most effective method.

It is simpler to use and saves more lives. Don't waste time try-

ing old methods, or worrying ubout getting infected. The possibility

of infection is remote. YOU HAVE A LIFE TO SAVE.

In this method, you breathe air into the victim's lungs with

your own mouth. Since you consum:?. only part of the oxygen out of

the air which you inhale, the air you breathe into the victim's

lungs contains enough oxygen to revive him.

You'll find that you need to breathe slightly deeper and

faster than usual in order to get enough air for yourself, but don't

worry about this point. Under certain conditions, which will be

explained later, the mouth-to-mouth method of artificial respira-

tion cannot be used. The step-by-step procedure for administering

mouth-to-mouth artificial respiration follows:

STEP 1. TURN THE VICTIM ON HIS BACK.

STEP 2. CLEAN THE MOUTH, NOSE, AND THROAT.

STEP 3. PLACE THE VICTIM'S HEAD IN THE "SWORD-

SWALLOWING POSITION."

STEP 4. HOLD THE LOWER JAW UP.

STEP 5. CLOSE THE VICTIM'S NOSE.

STEP 6. BLOW AIR INTO THE VICTIM'S LUNGS.

STEP 7. LET THE AIR OUT OF THE VICTIM'S
LUNGS.

Reptat Steps 6 and 7 at a rate of 12 to 20 times per minute.

Continue rhythmically without interruption until the victim starts

breathing or is pronounced dead. A smooth rythym is desirable but

split-second timing is not essential.

An easy way to remember this sequence is to divide the steps

according to the key words, and then remember the key words in

pairs or triplets. For example:

Key Word STEP

Turn 1

Clean 2

Place 3

[Hold 4

Close 5

[low 6

Out 7

The table shows one triplet of key words and two pairs of keywords

which work as good aids in remembering this seven step procedure.

Figure 2-17. Sample from the Convergent Production of

Semantic Systems (NMS) reading selection in-
volving a low NMS load on the reader.
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Artificial Respiration*

MOUTH-TO-MOUTH METHOD (EXHALED-A1R METHOD) . It has

proven that the mouth-to-mouth method of artiftcial
respiration is the most efft,:ctive method.

It is simpler to use and saves more lives. Do not

waste time trying old methods, or worrying about getting
infected. The possibility of infection is remote. YOU

HAVE A LIFE TO SAVE.

In this method, you breathe air into the victim's
lungs with your own mouth. Since you consume only part
of the oxygen out of the air which you inhale, the air
you breathe into the victim's lungs contains enough ox-
ygon to revive him.

You'll find that you need to breathe slightly deeper
and faster than usual in order to get enough air for your-
self, but don't :lory about this point. Under certain
conditions, which will be explained later, the mouth-to-
mouth method of artificial respiration can not be used. The
step-by-step procedure for administering mouth-to-mouth
artificial respiration follows: turn the victim on his
back; clean the mouth, nose and throat; place the victim's
head in the "sword-swallowing position"; hold the lower jaw
up; close the victim's nose; blow air into the victim's

lungs; let air out of the victim's lungs.

Repeat the last two steps at the rate of 12 to 20

times per minute. Continue rythmically without interrup-
tion until the victim starts breathing or is pronounced

dead. A smooth rythym is desirable, but split-second tim-
ing is not essential.

Figure 2-18. Sample from the Convergent Produc-
tion of Semantic Systems (NMS)
reading selection involving a high
NMS load on the reader.

*F p Ay t t QR30 930
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The metric for these selections was the number of words,
items, or phrases that required ordering per 100 words. For
the total reading selection which required a minimal amount of
the Guilford ability, the metric was zero. On the other hand,
the metric for the selection requiring a relatively greater
amount of the Guilford Ability was 1.79. Some sample test
items from the NMS test are shown in Figure 2-19.

Artificial Respiration

Directions

In most of the following questions you will be asked

to construct lists of various items. Within these lists,

the correct answer as well as the sequence of answers is

considered important. Accordingly, you will receive two

points credit for each correct answer plus an additional

point for correct sequential placement.

1. List the steps for administering mouth-to-mouth

artificial respiration. (Make certain that you

number each step).

2. Which steps in mouth-to-mouth resuscitation are

repeated? (Write out the steps).

Figure 2-19. Sample test items from the Convergent
Production of Semantic Systems test.
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Divergent Production of Semantic Units (NU)

Guilford (1967) indicated that DMU involves the ability to
enumerate class members given certain class properties.
Accordingly, the reading selection which was low on DMU did
not require the reader to enumerate class members. A portion
of this reading selection is presented in Figure 2-20. The
other, more difficult reading selection, required the reader to
enumerate the class members. A sample from this latter se-
lection is presented in Figure 2-21.

The metric for measuring the level of the DMU requirement
imposed by the text was the number of divergent productions re-
quired of the reader per 100 words of text. For the material
not loaded on this factor, the metric value was .00, whereas the
metric for the material requiring the factor was 1.40.

Again, since the more difficult material, requiring enumera-
tion of class members (divergent production), is somewhat short-
er in length some filler material was added in order to control
for this variable.

Sample test items used to measure comprehension of the
DMLT reading selections are shown in Figure 2-22.
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Central Tendency

The mean is the arithmetic average of a group of scores.

It is obtained by adding together all the scores in your

sample and dividing by the number of persons (N) in the sam-

ple. The notation for the mean of all raw scores is usually

x. A small x is usually used as the notation for a single

raw score. The Greek letter (E) indicates the arithmetic op-

eration of addition. Your formula for computing the mean,

then, reduces to:

N

The value for x increases with increases in the value of

Ex. On the other hard, the value for Te decreases when N gets

larger.

Another measure for central tendent-y is the median. The

median is the midpoint or middle score of a set of scores

when the scores are arranged from lowest to highest. When

there is an even number of scores, the median is the average

of the two middle scores. The following example illustrates

this point.

Example

4

5

6

+Median= 7.5
8

10

12

13

The mode is the most common or freqtent score in a set of

scores. In most cases you will want to find the computed mode.

You determine the computed mode by doubling the mean and sub-

tracting this value from three times the median, or:

Computed mode= (3 x median) - (2 x mean)

As the median increases in size the computed mode also in-

creases in size, or if the mean decreases in size the computed

mode decreases in size.

Figure 2-20. Sample from the Divergent Production
of Semantic Units (DMU) reading selec-
tion involving a low DMU load on the

reader.
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Central Tendency

The mean is the arithmetic average of a group'of scores.
It is obtained by adding together all the scores in your
sample and dividing by tho number of persons (N) in the sam-
ple. The notation for the mean of all raw scores is usually
ie. A small x is usually used as the notation for a single
raw score. The Greek letter (E) indicates the arithmetic
operation of addition. Your formula for computing the mean,
then reduces to:

N

The mean is considered by statisticians to be the most
sophisticated measure of central tendency. Another measure
of central tendency is the median. The median is the mid-
point or middle score of a set of scores when the scores
are arranged from lowest to highest. The mode on the the
other hand is the most common or frequent score in a set of
scores. In most cases you will want to find the computed
mode. You determine the computed mode by doubling the mean
and subtracting this value from three times the median. You
will have little occasion to use these latter two measures
of central tendency, since most statistics require the use
of means rather than medians or modev. The only instance
when a median or mode is preferred over a mean is when the
score distribution is highly skewed or distorted.

(Filler material added to equate for length.)

Figure 2-21. Sample from the Divergent Production of
Semantic Units (DMU) involving a high DMU
load on the reader.
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Directions

Please fill in the blank spaces with the most correct

or appropri.lte word(s) or phrases.

1. As the value for Ex increases the value for i

2. As N gets larger the value for x will

3. When there is an even number of scores, the median is

the of the two middle scores.

4. If the mean decreases in size the computed mode will

in size.

5. As the median increases in size the computed mode

in size.

Figure 2-22. Sample test items from the Divergent
Production of Semantic Units test.

E%aluation of Symbolic Units (ESU)

Guilford (1967) used abbreviations tests to measure ESU

ability. Accordingly, one of the reading selections used in the
present work was heavily loaded in abbreviations, whereas the
other selection did not contain such abbreviations. This
Guilford factor is particularly relevant in the present context
because of the prevalent use of acronyms and abbreviations in
military writing. A part of the reading selection which contained
no abbreviations is presented as Figure 2-23 while a part of the
reading selection which contained abbreviations is presented
as Figure 2-24.
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The metric for the ESU factor was the number of abbreviated
words per 100 words of text. For example, the acronym AFHRL
would count as five abbreviated words. The metric, so calculat-
ed, for the abbreviated material was 11.77 per 100 words and
the metric fer the traditional prose was . 00 per 100 words.

Airman Smith

Airman Smith is currently in the personnel awaiting
training status pool at Keesler Air Force Base. For his
first two days among the personnel awaiting training as-
signment at Kec5ler Air Force Base, Airman Smith was as-
signed to Charge of Quarters and Kitchen Police duties.
Since no Commander's Week personnel were available, Air-
man Smith, like most of the other personnel awaiting
training assignments at Keesler Air Foce Base, was dis-
gruntled at having to perform Charge of Quarters and
Kitchf,n Police duties. The lack of an adequate number of
Commander's Week personnel has resulted in a steady as-
signment of personnel awaiting training status to these
duties.

A week after his Kitchen Police and Charge of Quarters
duties, Airman Smith learned that the Commandant of Troops
instructed all units at Keesler Air Force Base to reevalu-
ate Charge of Quarters and Kitchen Police requirements.
This was done by the Commandant of Troops in order to en-
sure the integrity of the personnel awaiting training
status program. These revised requirements were to be
submitted to the Commandant of Troops as soon as possible.

Figure 2-23. Sample from the Evaluation of Symbolic
Units (ESU) reading selection involv-
ing a low ESU load on the reader.
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Airman Smith

Airman (Amn.) Smith is currently in the personnel

awaiting training status (PATS) pool at the Keesler Air

Force Base (KAFB). For his first two days among the PATS

at KAFB, Amn. Smith was assigned to CQ and KP duties,

since no Commander's Week (CW) personnel were available,

Amn. Smith, like most of the other PATS at KAFB, was dis-

gruntled at having to perform CQ and KP duties. The lack

of an adequate number of CW personnel has resulted in a

steady assignment of PATS personnel to these duties.

A week after his KP and CQ duties, Amn Smith learned

that the Commandant of Troops (COT) instructed all units

at KAFB to reevaluate CQ and KP requirements. This was

done by the COT in order to ensure the integrity of the

PATS program. These revised requirements were to be sub-

mitted to the COT as soon as possible (ASAP).

Figure 2-24. Sample from the Evaluation of Symbolic

Units (ESU) reading selection involv-
ing a high ESU load on the reader.



Figure 2-25 presents a sample of the test questions
relating to the content of the ESU reading selections.

Directions

Please fill in the blank spaces with the most
appropriate word(s) or phrases. DO NOT USE ABBREVIA-
TIONS!

1. Airman Smith was in the pool
at

2. Air Force Base.

3. Airman Smith was upset about being assigned to

4. and duties. This was due to

5. the fact that there were insufficient

personnel available.

6. The instructed all
units at this Air Force Base to reevaluate their
requirements.

Figure 2-25. Sample test items from the Evalua-
tion of Symbolic Units test.
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Experiment al Sett ing and Time Limits

The reading selections and associated tests were adminis-
tered in two large testing rooms at the :WIWI. Personnel Re-
search Division at Lackland AFB, Texas. Approximately 65-67
persons were tested in each room. One random half of the sub-
jects in each testing room received highly loaded materials and
the other random half received the materials which were less
loaded on the SI variables. The DMU, MMU, ESU, and CMR se-
lections and tests were administered in one room while the CMU,
NMI, CFU, and NMS selections and tests were administered in
the other room. One proctor from Applied Psychological Services
and two proctors from the Air Force administered the reading
selections and tests 11 each room.

Table 2-2 presents the time limits allowed for reading each
selection and completing each ofthe associated tests. The time
limits were found to be adequate. All persons were able to finish
all the reading selections and the associated tests.

The personnel involved were a random selection of new re-
cruits just entering basic training at Lackland Air Force Base.

Table 2-2

Time Limits for Each Structure-of-Intellect Reading Selec-
tion and Associated Test Administered to Air Force Recruits

at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

Factor reading Time Limit Test Time Limit

Y;.1,1

'.MP.

it;

20
15

c
...)

20
15
10

1::: .20 18

:;:I1 15 20

:111-,

:.1t.:,

i.;;;:

'20

20
15

25
25
I.")
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Results and Discussion

Introduction

The data analysis rested on several statistical techniques.
One aspect of the analytic plan was correlational in nature. The
basic hypothesis involved was that a high or low level in reading
material of a specific Guilford factor accounts for a significant
proportion of comprehensibility test variance. That is, a high or
a low level of a specific Guilford factor in text is statistically as-
sociated with the comprehension test score for the text. Point-bi-
serial correlation coefficients between the factor requirement
(high or low condition) and comprehension test scores were calcu-
lated.

In addition to the point- biserial correlations, t-tests of sig-
nificance of the difference between the comprehensibility in test scores
of the two levels of textual material for each SI factor were calculated.

Means and Standard De$iations

Table 2-3 displays the means and standard deviations of the
test scores for both the factor high and the factor low conditions.
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Table 2-3 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Mean, Standard Dev i at ion, and Number of Subjects
Completing Eight Tests Based upon High and Low

Readability /Comprehensibility Conditions
Factor:--717h

'Factor N Mean a Factor N Mean a

CMU 33 12.18 4.80 CMU 32 14.59 4.00

CM? il 11.18 4.57 CMR 34 16.62 3.49

'.(i"?: 23 15.55 2.75 MFU :33 18.70 1.99

Ti 13 9.70 5.22 MMU 34 13.12 3.92

NMI 33 10.48 3.02 NMI 33 12.82 2.77

NM, 33 31.70 11.68 NMS 33 39.33 10.23

:,n;) 33 7.27 4.42 DMU 34 10.71 3.69

E.,i' 33 20.15 10.26 ESU 34 25.97 7.79

*Although 33 subjects were tested in the MFU factor high

condition, four were from the Philadelphia area and were

eliminated from the sample.

Point-lliserial Correlations and t-Tests

Table 2-4 presents the point-biseral correlation coefficients
and the associated t-test (statistical significance of the difference
between mean value for each of the eight readability/comprehensi-
bility factors).

The point-biseral correlations between readability/compre-
hensibility factor "high" or "low" and comprehension test score
were all exceptionally high. The maximum obtainable point biseral
correlation is . 80. This reinforces the contention of correlational
adequacy.
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In regard to the t-tests, one tailed tests were conducted since
the directionality of the results was predicted in advance. Each of
the hypotheses was confirmed at least at the .025 level of signifi-
cance. Increasing textual loading on each of the readability/compre-
hensibility factors to an appreciable degree decreased reading com-
prehension, as measured.

Table 2-4

Point-Biserial Correlations and t-Test Values for Each
of the Eight Readability/Comprehensibility Factors

Factor t-value Point-Biserial r
.-:M!! 2.17 .29
.!4F 5.39 .56

MD; 5.0:? .54
1J 2.'37 .35
NMI 3.24 .39
*IS 2.78 .33
LIMU 3.41 .39
i:Sti 2.56 .31

Significance Level-t
p < .025
p < .002
p < .001
p < .005
p < .001
p < .005
p < .001
p < .001

The above results clearly indicate that the global and contex-
tual aspects of reading matter, as represented by the selected read-
ability /comprehensibility factors account for a considerable propor-
tion of readability/comprehensibility variance. Accordingly, it
seems that the Air Force should consider incorporation of these find-
ings into a readability/comprehensibility program for assessing their
textual materials. Only a few simple rules need be followed in order
to take advantage of these findings.
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It might be argued that the aforementioned highly signifi-
cant results could be accounted for by differences in reading grade
level of the recruits involved in the factor high and the factor low
conditions. To investigate this possibility, the General (G) score
of the Airman Qualifying Exam (AQE) can be converted into a
Reading Grade Level (RGI.) in accordance with a formula provided
by Madden and Tupes (1966). However, the regression formula
for conversion of the AQE G scores need not actually be converted
to RGI.S for the present purposes, because it is only necessary to
confirm the hypothesis of no difference across the experimental
conditions for the AQE G scores. Tables 2-5 and 2-6 present the
AQE G means, standard deviations, and t-values across experi-
mental conditions. It was necessary to conduct two separate t-tests
because each subject was not exposed to all of the test materials.

Table 2-5

AQE G Score Means, Standard Deviations, and t-values
of Subjects in High and Low Factor Conditions for DMU,

MMU, ESU, and CMti

Significance
Mean T t-value Level

SI Factor High 56.21 18.79 NS

1.32
:3' Factor Low 61.76 14.80
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Table 2 -6

AQE G NIeans, Standard Devic.tions, and t-values
of Subjects in High and I .ow Factor. Conditions for

('MU, NMI, :UPI!, and NMS

!tsan

:;igniticance

t-val"- Level

3-)

Factor Low

NS

23.30

The data presented in Tables 2-5 and 2-6 clearly confirm
the hypothesis of no difference in general ability between the groups.
In one instance, Table 2-5, the G score mean for the factor low
group was higher, but the difference was not statistically signifi-
cant. In the other instance, Table 2-6, the G score mean for the
factor high group was higher, but this was also not statistically
significant.

Intervorrelation Analysis

As will be recalled, each subject did not complete each
readability/comprehensibility test. Thus, complete intercorrela-
tion matrices could not be computed. Table 2-7 presents the
product moment intercorrelation matrix for the DMU, MMU,
ESW, and AI QT variables. The AFQ'I' intercorrelations were
included to determine the degree to which the readability/compre-
hensibility scores are related to intelligence as measured by the
A FQT.
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The izitercorrelations as shown in Table 2-7 seem to be
sufficiently low to indicate that the reading materials are rel-
atively unique. Table 2-8 presents the .ercorrelation matrix
for the same five readability/omprehensibility factors but in
which the high load was involved.

Table 2-7

Intecorrelation Matrix for the Factor Low Condition
for the DMU. MMU, ESU, CMR, and AFQT Variables.

MM: ; C.MR ANT

. 27 . 53 . 36

. 42 .28 .41
wi

.01.z.

.31

Table 2-8

Intorcorrelation Matrix for the Factor High Condition
for the DMU, MMU, ESU, CMR, and AFQT Variables

MMU FM URM AFQT

.67 .67 .49 .54
!MI; .72 .71 .57

.71 .58
.43
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The intercorrelations shown in Table 2-8 seem to indicate
a substantial degree of dependence among the four readability/
comprehensibility test scores. For five of the six intercorrela-
tions, 45 to 50 percent of the variance is common across vari -
ables.

Table 2-9 presents the intercorrelation matrix for the CMU,
NMI, MFU, NMS, and AFQ'r variables for the low load condition.

As for the data presented in Table 2-7, the intercorrelations
in Table 2-9 arr low enough to indicate relative independence
among the readability/comprehensibility materials. Finally, Table
2-10 presents the intercorrelation matrix for the same variables
in the factor high condition.

Table 2-9

Intercorrelation Matrix for the Factor Low Condition
for the CMU, NMI, MFU, NMS, and AFQT Variables

41:

NMI

MD;

NM';

J1MT MIU

.37 .36

.00

.48

.32

.37

.38

.34

.34

.58
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Table 2-10

Intercorrelation Matrix for the Factor High Condition
for the (*MU, MFU, NMS. and AFQT Variables

--.111

NMI MFU NMS AFQT

.30 .33 .44 .37
NMI .17 .45 .57
MI.'t.! .18 .22
NM: .47

The data shown in Table 2-10 indicate that the textual reali-
ability/comprehensibility factors are relatively independent for
this set of conditions.

1

In summation, the intercorrelational data seem to suppokt
the conclusion that most of the readability/ comprehensibility fad:-
tors are measuring relatively independent constructs.
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Su m In ar an (I I:on 4' I 14

The present chapter described the logic and structure of
eignt readability/comprehensibility constructs based on and
(leriveci from the Guilford structure-of intellect factors. It is
held that !hese constructs possess advantages over previous
measures of readability because the prior measures focus on
structural aspects of the text while the new measures empha-
size the cognitive involvement required for textual comprehen-
sion. !laving derived and defined the readability/comprehensi-
bility constructs, metrics reflecting their involvement in tex-
tual material were developed. The metrics were applied to
samples of text prepared so as to reflect high and low loading
on the new readability/ comprehensibility measures. The tex-
tual materials were administered to a sample of Air Force
personnel to determine whether or not statistically significant
differences in comprehensibility were evidenced as a function
of whether the materials were loaded high or low on the individ-
ual measures. The results indicated support for the fnllowing
conclusions:

1. Reading material is more comprehensible
to the extent that it deemphasizes the
cognition of semantic units (CMU); i.e.,
as vocabulary diversity decreases.

2. The comprehension of prose is improved
to the extent that reading material does
not require the reader to form semantic
(CMR) or word linkages. Comprehension
is increased when these linkages are pro-
vided for the reader.

3. Only as much material as is necessary
should be presented in figural materials
(MFU). If the reader is not required to
know or remember all details of a map
or diagram, such details should not be
presented to him.
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4. Replication of facts (MMU) increases reading
comprehension.

5. Reading material which provides semantic
implications (NMI) or syllogisms will yield
better comprehension than reading mate-
rial which requires the reader to form
semantic implications.

6. Material which provides mnemonic aids
(NMS) will be more comprehensible than
less organized material.

7. That material in which the reader is required
to enumerate class members (DMU) will be
less comprehensible than that material in
which the class members are given to the
reader.

8. Use of abbreviations and acronyms (ESU) has
an especially disruptive influence on reading
comprehension.

9. The metrics developed to measure the vari-
ous readability/comprehensibility (SI) con-
structs may be employed to assess, at least
partially, the readability of textual materials.

10. Each of the metrics developed for the SI con-
structs is reasonably independent from the
others and from reading grade level.



CHAPTER III

PSYCHOLINGUISTIC DETERMINANTS OF READABILITY

'Traditionally, the objective of readability researchers was
to supply teachers with formulas which were simple enough for
use without specialized training in linguistics and without com-
plicated computation (Flesch, 1948; Dale & Chall, 1948). That
is, traditional readability/comprehensibility research was con-
ceived as being relevant to the measurement and evaluation of
materials already written in suitable language. Bormuth (1969)
indicated that the approach was entirely too narrow. The educa-
tor's problem, he says, is actually to transmit knowledge to stu-
dents, using for the most part, language in written form, as the
medium of communication. The effectiveness of the transmission
processes, he said, can be increased by improving the student's
ability to comprehend language and by controlling the difficulty of
the language in which the transmission of knowledge is encoded.
Controlling the difficulty of language communication can be ac-
complished by manipulating the language so as to make it less
difficult. Bormuth (1969) asserted that modern researchers in
the area must now regard readability research as being vital to
the solution of every major aspect of the problem of increasing
the effectiveness with which students organize the knowledge en-
coded in the language appearing in their instructional materials.

In his 1969 study, Bormuth examined many variables that
correlated with reading difficulty. He stated that the principle
implication of his studies is that it is urgent to undertake efforts
toward a systematic analysis of the language comprehension proc-
ess before it would be possible to design effective and system-
atic instructional materials; i. e. , materials involving language
that is suitable for student comprehension.
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In order to provide such a technology, readability/com-
prehensibility research must be concerned not just with identi-
fying variables which permit educators to predict difficulty of
materials, but also with (Jett rmining whether or not these vari-
ables can be manipulated. Specifically, the readability re-
searcher should concern himself with identifying the manipu-
lable linguistic variables which stand in causal relationship to
difficulty. Bormuth (1969) contended that basic research had not,
as yet, yielded data to allow the provision of such a technology.
Ile also suggests that any technique employed to make material
more readable/comprehensible would have to be general--ap-
plicable to persons at all levels of reading ability. Regardless
of the reading aptitude of trainees, difficulty of comprehension,
he said, is correlated with the same variables.

Although Bormuth himself indicated the available data to
be too meager to produce a comprehensibility technology, his
data, as well as the data of other investigators, suggest certain
strategies to be used in attacking the readability/ comprehensi-
bility problem.

Sentence Depth

Yngve (1960) developed a model of sentence production
which claimed that a person produces sentences by generating a
"sentence structure tree'' in a top to bottom-left to right direc-
tion. Accordingly, at any given time a speaker has produced
only that portion of the left hand side of the tree necessary to
produce the word spoken. As the speaker works down the tree,
he produces both branches of a node, but he must store the right
branch in memory while he is expanding the left branch. Accord-
ing to Yngve (1964):



It seems that as we speak, we incur commit-
ments to finish our sentences in certain ways
in order to make them grammatical.

As a string of words lengthens, such commitments must exist
in a speaker's, listener's, and reader's memory if he is to com-
plete the string in good grammatical form.

Suppose the sentence: "The new club members came early"
were to be read. When a reader sees the word "The" he supposed-
ly responds with the following two anticipations: (1) he expects to
hear the rest of the noun phrase begun by "The," and (2) he also
expects a predicate of some sort. "The, " accordingly, is said
to be embedded to a structural depth of 2. The next word "new"
also has a depth of 2 because the reading of "new" elicits in the
reader an expectation of completion of the noun phrase just as
"The" did and affirms the already elicited expectation of a predi-
cate. The word "club" also has a depth of 2 because the noun
phrase still must be completed. The noun "members" has a depth
of 1 because the only remaining commitment is the predicate. The
verb "came" confirms the expectation of a predicate, but only
partly because it, in turn, elicits an expectation of an adverb and
hence is self embedded to a depth of 1. The adverb "early" is
terminal (elicits no commitments) and therefore has a depth of 0.

The structural involvement, or the extent of embedded-
ness of each word in the sentence, can be characterized by the
following set of numbers: 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0. These numbers also
serve as an index of how much load the sentence supposedly im-
poses on memory. The mean of the set of these Yngve numbers
may be taken as a measure of the structural complexity of the
sentence as a whole. The greater the Yngve depth of a sentence,
the greater its complexity in terms of structure.

We hypothesize that as structural complexity increases,
readability/comprehensibility decreases. Bormuth (1969) found
that sentence depth was correlated wL.h the difficulty of a pas-
sage. Martin and Roberts (1966) held sentence length constant



and varied the Yngve depth of sentences and found that sentences of
lesser complexity were recalled significantly more frequently than
sentences of greater str Ictual complexity. For example, the
sentence: 'Alley were not prepai.cd for rainy weather" has a mean
depth of 1.29 (9/7= 1.29). is recanted easier than the sentence:
-ChildPen are no t alldwed out after dark" which has a Yngve mean
depth of 1.71 (12/7= 1.71). Wang (1970) has confirmed the finding
that mean linguistic depth is a strong predictor of sentence compre-
hensibility.

These data indicate that readability/comprehensibility may be
increased by either: (1) decreasing word depth within sentences, or
(2) increasing the probability that the nodes in written sentences will
effectively be stored in memory.

Decreasing Word Depth

It appears that the goal of decreasing word depth can be ac-
complished by deleting word modifiers whenever possible, and by
breaking up long sentences into two--expressing action by one sen-
tence and the meaning of the modifier by the other.

Ex: Th2e very srriall bby rode tho horPse.
Mean depth= 10/7= 1.4

The boy rose th
Mean depth= 6/5= 1.2itHe was very small.
MeanMean depth= 3/4= .75

This approach not only reduces sentence depth but also increases
readability by employing "referential repetition anaphora," the
use of which Bormuth found was positively c( rrelated with passage
ease.
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Increasing Prohabi I i t) of Node Retent ion

If it so happens that reducing sentence depth proves unfeas-
ible, how can the probability be increased that the nodes of a sen-
tence will be more effectively stored in memory? To accomplish
this, the amount of information that must be held in memory at any
one time must be reduced. As was indicated in Chapter II, Miller
(1956) has shown that immediate memory (short term) is limited to
processing only seven items (plus or minus two) at any one time.
This suggests that if depth cannot be reduced, short sentences should
be written. This should increase the readability/ comprehensibility.
Indeed, Foss and Cains (1970) have shown that the memory of words
required of a listener or reader determines comprehension.

Morpheme Depth

Related to word depth within sentences is the problem of
morpheme depth within words themselves. Bormuth (1969) specu-
lated that the comprehensibility of an individual word may depend
on how many morphemes are "buried" within it.

un/ happi/ ness

un = morpheme denoting "not"
happi = morpheme denoting a state of mood
ness = morpheme denoting a condition or

quality

A person reading this word must have knowledge of the meaning of
all three morphemes in order to comprehend the word. This sug-
gests that the sentence: "The boy is sick because of his unhappiness"
would be less readable/comprehensible than the sentence: "The boy
is sick because he is not happy. " It is probably because of this and
similar issues that Bormuth found that sometimes longer sentences
were more comprehensible than shorter ones.



Accordingly, it seems that not only a word depth index, but
also a morpheme depth index would possess value for determining
the comprehensibility of reading material. Words with a high
morpheme depth index, more than likely increase reading diffi-
culty.

S I I oh' e Length

Bormuth (1969) found that although word length, measured
in letters, provided an excellent index of difficulty, some of the
most common words were long, not because they contained many
morphemes, but because of the peculiarities of the English spell-
ing system. This suggests that syllable length and word length (in
letters) might be related to ease of comprehension. One who is in-
teested in exploiting this conjecture might use a device to read a
dictionary of the American language for the purpose of sorting out
one and two syllable words. These words could then be used to
compose a list (akin to a Dale [1931] list) of easily comprehensi-
ble words. if, indeed, minisyllabic and minimorphemic words
are easier to read, then it would seem that a worthwhile endeavor
would be to construct a minisyllabic and minimorphemic "thesaurus. "

Structural Comple.it of Sentences

Miller (1962) mentioned that the linguistic conceptions of the
transformational grammarians (e.g., Chomsky, 1957) have impor-
tant psychological implications. According to Miller, tb:e main no-
tion of such a grammar is the idea that the majority of sentences of
a particular language are derived from a set of Kernel sentence: by
means of transformations. The passive sentence: ''The girl was hit
by the boy, " the nega:ave sentence: "The boy did not hit the girl, " and
the passive-negative sentence: "The girl was not hit by the boy" are
held to derive, through transformations, from the kernal sentence:
"The boy hit the girl. "

Miller suggested that the analysis of a complex sentence into
kernel sentences and transformations is useful as a model of langu-
age use, in support of this assertion, he cited two principal sources
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of evidence. First, he has found evidence which indicates that the
difficulty of matching pairs of sentences from the same kernel is a
direct function of the number of transformations separating them.
Second, he points to a study by Mehler (1963), which showed that
the majority of errors in the recall of complex sentences were syn-
tactical errors; i. e., sentences which could be derived from the
kernel sentence by applying one or more transformations. Miller
interpreted this result to mean that when a complex sentence is
heard, it is recorded and stored in memory as a kernal sentence
along with a "footnote" indicating the necessary transformation.
During recall of the sentence, recall of the kernal does not always
result in recall of the "footnote. " If this occurs, the syntactical
error takes place.

Gough (1965), in an attempt to relate these findings to the
problem of comprehensibility, assumed that people understand
complex sentences only when they have been decoded to the under-
lying kernel sentences. If this is the case, ne said, it follows that
the latency of understanding a complex sentence should be a function
of the number and nature of the transformations separating it from
its kernel. He predicted that negative and passive sentences would
be understood more slowly than kernels and that negative-passive
sentences would be still more slowly comprehended. Gough's ex-
perimental manipulation of these variables indicated that: active
sentences are understood faster than passive, affirmative sentences
are comprehended faster than negative sentences, and passive-neg-
ative sentences are the slowest understood.

Slobin (1966) confirmed these findings when he asked his
subjects to verify sentences of the four grammatical types--kernel,
passive, negative, and passive-negative--with respect to pictures.
He found the hierarchical order of comprehensibility to be: (1) ker-
nels, (2) passives, (3) negatives, and (4) passive-negatives. But,
when the sentences were made nonreversible; i. e., when the sub-
ject and object could not be interchanged as in "The boy drove the
car, " the differences in syntactic complexity between active and
passive sentences "washed out. " He suggested that the difficulty of
understanding passive sentences may be partly attributable to the
problem of keeping track of which noun is the actor. Fodor (1971)
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would concur. He indicated that the difficulty with passive sentences
is not primarily due to the fact that they contain one more transfor-
mation than do actives. Rather, the passive voice destroys canoni-
cal phrase order (base structure) i. e., the decoding device which
prefers to assume that the first noun phrase is a subject noun phrase
is obstructed. He suggests two ways of increasing sentence com-
plexity. One was to introduce into the sentence lexical items which
are compatible with a relatively wide variety of deep structure types.
The more types of deep structure a lexical item in a sentence is com-
patible with, the more alternative hypotheses the reader must enter-
tain about the deep structure of the sentence. (See also Coleman,
1965. )

Fodor's second technique for increasing complexity is to
eliminate or confound surface structure features which serve to
"spell" the deep structure underlying the sentence. This suggestion
is based on Fodor and Garrett's (1967) theory of sentence compre-
hension. It holds that a listener or reader constructs hypotheses
about a sentence's underlying grammatical relations (deep structure)
on the basis of cues in the sentence's superficial form (surface struc-
ture). Fodor and Garrett (1967) demonstrated that elimination of
relative pronouns in center embedded sentences (sentences in which
the subject and predicate are separated by a clause) appears to in-
crease the difficulty subjects have in dealing with these structures.
For example, sentence (1) below is predicted to be more difficult
than sentence (2):

(1) The man the dog bit died.
(2) The man whom the dog bit died.

Hakes (1972) has essentially shown the same effect when "that"
is deleted from a sentence; e. g. , "John believed the girl was a fool."

Other factors that determine the structural complexity of a
sentence, and thus comprehensibility, are the degree to which a sen-
tence contains self-embedded structure and the degree to which its
formation is right-branching or left-branching.

Schwartz et al., (1970) showed that as center-embeddedness
increases (i. e., a3 clauses [from one to four] are embedded or
added between subject and predicate) comprehensibility decreases.
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Ex.: The angels that the theologians that the
later cynics that modern science favors
ridiculed counted stood on the head of a
pin.

Schwartz et al.,(1970) also studied right-branching (where
successive clauses are added to the right of the main clause) and
left-branching (where successive clauses are added to the left of
the main clause) sentences. An example of a right-branching sen-
tence is: "The umpire called a balk that the southpaw pitcher hit
that the coach replaced. " An example of a left-branching sentence
is: "The electricity powered toe chomping rock throwing lawn mower
ran over the cord." They showed that increases in left-branching
had no effect on comprehension but as right-branching increased,
comprehension decreased.

Summar of Literature Indications

It seems that there are a number of psycholinguistic factors
related to the readability/ comprehensibility of textual materials. The
data suggest a number of rules for making a sentence more compre-
hensible; (1) decrease word depth (Bormuth, 1969; Goss & Crains,
1970), (2) decrease morpheme depth (Bormuth, 1969), (3) change pas-
sive sentence to the active voice when there is a possibility of a re-
versal of subject and object; this reduces structural as well as seman-
tical problems (Gough, 1965; Slobin, 1966; Fodor, 1971), (4) avoid
center embedding whenever possible (Schwartz et al., 1970; Wang,
1970), (5) avoid right-branching sentences whenever possible ( ° -shwartz
et al., 1970), and (6) write affirmative sentences when possible (Gough,
1965; Slobin, 1966).

General Method

To determine whether or not the above listed factors affect
the textual comprehensibility of reading matter, a compilation of
reading materials reflecting the variables was developed and cast in-
to a farm appropriate for administration to USAF basic trainees at
Lack land AFR. Texas.
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These materials were placed into three booklets and admin-
istered to three groups of basic traineees (total N = 251) in three
separate testing sessions. The time period of each of these ses-
sions \vas approximately two hours. Whenever possible, all vari-
ations on each of the psycholinguistic factors were equally distrib-
uted throughout each of the three booklets. Administration was con-
ducted by an Applied Psychological Services' psychologist who stood
at the front of the room at a podium. At the request of the psychol-
ogist, the trainees were asked to open the booklet and to read, along
with him, a passage on the purpose of the testing. In order to lessen
any possible fear on the part of the trainees that the session was for
"weeding out" purposes, they were told that their performance on
the materials was a reflection of the difficulties of the materials
themselves and not of their own intellectual and/or reading abilities.

After this, the recruits were given sample instructions for
each type of test question to be found in the booklet: paragraph in-
stuction, sentence instruction, arithmetic instruction, and picture
verification instruction. After they had received these sample in-
structions, the recruits were told to get ready for data collection.
The psychologist gave instructions to turn the page and read what-
ever material was on it. The trainees were given 0.5 seconds to
read each word of the material (as did Coleman's, 1964, subjects);
e.g., for a 10 word sentence, five seconds were allowed. When this
time had elapsed, the psychologist said: "Stop; turn the page. " Be-
tween each reading presentation and the testing on it, a page consist-
ing of a column of six, one-digit numbers was presented. The re-
cruits were told to add the column. This was incorporated to prevent
any memorization from taking place (see Perfetti, 1969); ten seconds
were allowed for performing this task. When this time had elapsed,
the psychologist said: "Stop; turn the page. " He then read to the
trainees the instructions (which were also written on each of their
own answer pages) as to how, properly, to respond to the previously
read material. The. response called for was one of four kinds: (a) 4,
four option multiple choice questions on each of the paragraphs-60
seconds were allowed for response to each of the four questions, (b)
an instruction to respond by writing the previously read sentence in
full; for this task the subjects were allowed 30 seconds (see Wright,
1969), (c) fill-in questions, in which the trainees were asked a ques-
tion about the previously read sentence and told to fill in the answer
to it--here 10 seconds were allowed, and (d) a picture verification ques-
tion, for which the subjects were asked to check off whether a picture



at which they were looking was true or false as regards the previous-
ly read sentence-10 seconds were allowed for this decision and the
response. At the end of the answer period, the psychologist said:
": -top; turn the page. " lie then read to the trainees the reading in-
structions which appeared on the next page. This procedure was
continued until the entire booklet was completed.

Stimuli

The stimuli for the psycholinguistic factors which appear-
ed in each of the three booklets in their diverse variations includ-
ed 40 sentences of various Yngve depth (ranging from 1. 09 to
3.51). Eight additional sentences were included in which Yngve
depth was held constant while morpheme volume was varied. These
sentences which varied in morpheme volume always contained the
same number of words within each Yngve depth measure. There
were two sentences with Yngve mean depth (7) of 1. 47. One of these
had a morpheme depth (md) of 13; the other had a md of 17. Also,
four sentences with a of 1.57 were included. Two of these varied
md from 6 to 9 while the other two varied md from 9 to 13. There
was another set of two sentences each with a. of 1.82, but md be-
ing 10 in one and 17 in the other. The paradigm is shown in Table
3-1, A morpheme was defined as a unit of specific meaning (Coleman,
'1971). It was hypothesized that sentences containing relatively more
of these meaningful units will require more time to process. Addi-
tionally. four texts containing sentences in which Yngve depth was
kept constant but in which morpheme volume was varied were in-
cluded. The four texts had mean Yngve sentence depth as follows:
1.34, 1.43, 1.78, and 1.82. Within each ()f these texts, there were
three paragraphs (containing exactly the same number of words)
which varied in morpheme depth (or volume) from low through medi-
um, to high.

. Table 3-1

Paradigm for Sentences with Yngve a Held Constant
with Morpheme Depth Varied (md)

d= 1.47 d= 1.57A d= 1.578 d= 1.82

md md md md

1. 17 9 13 17

2. 13 6 9 10
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The range of the number of morphemes in each of the
paragraphs was as follows: low morpheme volume--42-69;
medium morpheme volume- -47-72; high morpheme volume- -
70 -100. This is recapitulated Table 3-2.

Table 3-2

Paradigm for Paragraphs with Yngve Cr Constant with
Morpheme Volume Varied (my)

ALL PARAGRAPHS CONTAIN SIX SENTENCES
Text A= 1.34 Text a= 1.43 Text 71= 1.78 Text-a= 1.62
my words my words my words my words

High 35 High 40 High 50 High 56

Med 35 Med 40 Med 50 Med 56

Low 35 Low 40 Low 50 Low 56

To determine the effects of syntactic complexity on compre-
hensibility, ten active, ten passive, and ten passive-negative sen-
tencs were derived from an original passive sentence having a Yngve
mean depth equal to 1. 62. Responses to these sentences were of the
true-false nature and, across booklets, the order of true and the
false correct responses were switched. This paradigm is recapitu-
lated in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3

Paradigm for Sentences Testing Transformational
Complexity

Active
False

Passive Passive-Negative

True True False True False

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.

2. 2. 2. 2. 2.

10 10 10. 10 10. 10.

To test the effects of embedding on readability/comprehensi-
bility, ten sentences which were center embedded (from one to
four clauses) were included along with ten of the same sentences
in their deetnbedded form. There were also 10 left branching and
10 right branching sentences and 16 sentences which contained
the complement "that. " These 16 sentences were matched with
16 of the same sentences in which the complement was deleted.
Table 3-4 summarizes the icradigm for these three effects. The
sample N for each variable war approximately 251.
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TablP

Paradigm fur That-Complement, Center Embed-
ing, and Branching Sentences

Center Embeddin9

With

That-Complement

Center Embedded Deembedded "Mat" Complement
1. 1. 1 . 1.

2. 2.

10. 10. 10. 10.

Branching

Left Right

1. 1.

2. 2.

10. 10.
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Results

Sentence, tiring in Yngve Depth

Forty sentences of varying Yngve depth were constructed
(ranging from 1. 09 [low] to 3. 5 [high] ) and adapted whenever
possible, to be of interest to a group of 18 to 20 year old Air
Force recruits. For example, the sentence from Yngve, 1960:
"When the very clearly projected pictures appeared the audience
applauded. " was adapted to read: "When the very well stacked
broads appeared the recruits clapped. " Sentences ranging from
the lowest to the highest depth were distributed as equally as pos-
sible across the three booklets. The trainees were asked to re-
-;pond to each sentence in one of three ways: writing out the sen-
tence in full, answering a question, or verifying a picture
representation of a sentence theme.

For 15 of the Yngve sentences, the subjects were asked
to respond by writing all the sentences in full; for 16 of the sen-
tences, they were asked to answer by a fill-in, and for 9 of the
sentences, they were asked to respond by verifying a picture as
being either true or false.

In scoring, when the smtence was to be written out in full,
Perfetti!s (1969) criterion was employed. This criterion states
that an acceptable response is one in which the sentence is com-
pletely recalled with only inflectional errors at the bound mor-
pheme level (e.g., omission of the past tense marker from a
verb) allowed. In scoring the fill-inanswers for the questions on
a previously read Yngve depth sentence, a more lenient criterion
was employed. Here, we reasoned that fill-in questions are ambig-
uous as to .just what may be required for a proper answer. Thus,
paraphrasing was allowed [see Hakes (1972) for a defense of this
procedure] .
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For the picture verification answers, the subjects were
presented with a picture above which was the caption: "Based on
the picture, is the previous sentence true or false'," The sub-
ject was asked to respond by entering; a check mark after either
the word "true" or "false" which appeared below the caption.
Scoring was performed dichotomously.

Table 3-5 presents the percentage of the subjects who per-
formed correctly on each of the 40 sentences which were varied
in Yngve depth.

Table 3-5

Percentage Correct for Each of the Sentences Varying
in Yngve Depth (N = 251)

d % correct d 70 correct

1. 1.09 72 21. 2.17 100

2. 1.09 64 22. 2.17 100

3. 1.09 61 23. 2.17 100

4. 1.09 99 24. 2.18 31

5. 1.09 99 25. 2.18 100

6. 1.26 100 26. 2.27 78
7. 1.26 99 27. 2.27 0

8. 1.27 14 28. 2.29 100

9. 1.27 53 29. 2.31 0

10. 1.27 77 30. 2.31 67

11. 1.50 100 31. 2.40 99
12. 1.56 53 32. 2.40 99
13. 1.57 87 33. 2.35 0

14. 1.58 29 34. 2.56 76

15. 1.81 73 35. 2.59 100

16. 1.81 46 36. 2.60 5

17. 1.85 15 37. 3.15 1

18. 1.85 83 38. 3.26 100

19. 1.87 67 39. 3.44 5

20. 1.87 25 40. 3.43 36
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Here, no consistent trend obtains in the progression from
low to high depth. During the scoring, it seemed as though the
extent to which an answer to a particular sentence was correct
was dependent and sensitive to the measure that was used to
obtain the answer; e. g. picture verification vs. writing out in
full, fable 3-6 was therefore constructed to show the effect of
the measure used on the probability of correctly answering each
question. Table 3-6 suggests a trend toward the repeat in full
measure yielding lower scores than the fill-in measure, whic
in turn, appears to yield lower scores than the picture verifica-
tion measure. A sign test, performed between the repeat in
full measure percentage correct, and the fill-in percentage cor-
rect indicated no statistically significant difference in difficulty
between these two measures. But, in a sign test performed be-
tween the fill-in and picture verification and the repeat in full and
picture verification measures revealed differences in i=ty
(p<.01).

Examination of the repeat in full measure column in Table
3-6 seems to suggest a 77r70:770 1,A,=, greater difficulty as the
sentences increased in Yngve depth. To determine whether this
was indeed the case, these sentences were split at the d= 1.56
level--those below this point were considered to be low in depth,
those above it, high in depth. A Wilcoxon T-test was performed
on these low and high depth sentences. The results indicated the
sentences high in d were more likely to produce an incorrect
answer on the repeat in full measure than those low in d (p< .05).
The same procedure was employed for the fill-in measure and again
a significant difference at the .05 level was obtained in incorrect
answer production. Here, however, the sentences of high d were
answered correctly, more often than those low in d.
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Tab le 3-6

Porcentagt, Correct for Each of the Sentences Varying
in Yngve Depth Based on Response Type

Rupeat in Fill
_...._

a Full. % d in % 7 Picture %

.) 1.09 64 1. 1.09 72

4. 1.09 99 3. 1.09 41

5. 1.09 99 6. 1.26 100

8. 1.27 14 7. 1.26 99

9. 1.27 53

10. 1.27 77

12. 1.56 77 11. 1.50 100 13. 1.57 87

14. 1.58 29 15. 1.81 73

26. 2.27 78 16. 1.81 46 18. 1.85 83

27. 2.27 0 17. 1.85 15 21. 2.17 100

29. 2.11 0 19. 1.87 66 23. 2.17 100

33. 2.35 0 20. 1.87 25lr,. 31. 2.40 94

36. 2.60 5 i 22. 2.17 100 35. 2.59 100

'),7. 3.15 1 24. 2.18 31

39. 3.44 5 25. 2.18 100

28. 2.25 100

30. 2.31 66

32. 2.4U 16

34. 2.46 76

40. 3.43 36 38. 3.26 100

The small number of sentences using the picture verification
measure did not allow employment of the above procedure, but
examination of the data in this column suggests no difference in
diffii.ulty, as reflected by this measure.
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Disussion of Inge Depth Findings

In light of the prior data which appear to argue for a method
bias, what do the results indicate concerning phrase structure
analysis (Vngve depth) visa vis the issue of memory load/sen-
tence recall and sentence readability/ comprehensibility'? First,
the \,Vilcoxon T-test on the repeat in full measure indicated a
likelihood of correct sentence recall to follow sentence mean
depth in an inverse fashion. This finding corresponds with a
finding of Martin and Roberts (1966 ), Mehler, (according to
Martin & Roberts, 1966) and Bormuth (1969). To the extent
that phrase structure analysis reflects recall, it does indeed
:.eern that sentences of greater structural complexity (Yngve
depth) impose a greater load on immediate memory than do
those of a lesser complexity. Here, however, we are not con-
cerned, primarily with recall of material as such, but rather
with readability/comprehensibilitythe generation (according
to Fredriksen, 1973) of semantic information from linguistic
inputs--of textual material. None of our subjects could cor-
rectly recall and write in full the sentence with Yngve d of
2.27 that follows: "Refusing to accept aid and comfort from
the enemy, he planned to escape from camp. " Yet, all of our
subjects correctly responded by checking false to a picture of
a man crossing a bridge and when they were asked to verify the
picture against the sentence with the Yngve d of 3.26 that follows:
"The news was bad, and he was depressed, so he jumped. " Ac-
cordingly, the subjects demonstrated that they had indeed compre-
hended the deep structure of the sentence.

The role played by "surface structure" in the memory of
sentences is presently a matter of some contention. The work
of Martin and Roberts (1966) gives us, perhaps, the most work-
able hypothesis relating surface structure to sentence memory.
They suggested that processing difficulty is a function of the
number of left branches in a sentence. This hypothesis was de-
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rived from the phrase structure grammar put forth 1 y Yngve
(1960), and as indicated previously, is usually called the depth
hypothesis. Other evidence supporting the depth hypothesis
comes from the work of Roberts (1968) and Wang (1970). Our
work also supports this hypothesis. The write in full measure
data indicated the greater the d of the sentence, the more dif-
ficult sentence recall seemed to be. Our data, obtained from
the fill-in and picture verification measures, however, failed
to support the depth hypothesis. Other investigators who also
have failed to find support for the hypothesis are: Perfetti
(1968b, and 1969a, b). Rohrman (1968) and Wright (1969).

We are forced, therefore, to suggest that, while the Yngve
depth measure may be useful in determining the load that a
piece of reading matter may impose on immediate memory,
its usefulness as a measure of the extent to which a sentence is
readable/comprehensible is unresolved.

Sentences Varying in %Jrpheme Volume

While Keeping Yngve Depth Constant

Eight sentences were included in which Yngve d was kept
cor )at in which morpheme volume varied. These sentences,

....tried in morpheme volume, always contained the same
number of words as their corresponding sentence within each
Yngve depth measure. There were two sentences with d of 1.47,

one with a morpheme volume of 13, the other with a morpheme
volume of 17. There were four sentences with d of 1.57 but vary-
ing in morpheme volume from 6 to 9 for one set of two, but from
9 to 13 for the other set of two. There was another set of two
sentences each with d of 1.82 but with morpheme volume being 10
in one and 19 in the other.
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A morpheme was defined as a unit of meaning (i. e. , con-
tent and function morphemes, a word, a base, plus inflectional
and derivational affixes, such as prefixes and suffixes (e.g.,
disowned three morphemes). It was hypothesized that senten-
ces containing relatively more morphemes Will require more
central peocessing and, hence, yield lower scores. An example
of a sentence that is low in morpheme volume is: "Happy and sad
are opposite states. " A sentence high in morpheme volume is:
"Unhappiness and miserableness are depressive states." The
measure used to test this variable was always the write in full
measure.

To determine whether reading ability was a factor in de-
termining comprehensibility for this morpheme volume measure,
the subjects v: ere split at the median of the total group of 251 sub-
jects into hie and low reading grade level (RGL) according to the
regression equation given by Caylor et al., (1972). The equation
allows prediction of IZGI. from ANT score.

A 2 x 2 analysis of variance was performed on the percent-
age correct for all four Yngve depth sentences of high and low mor-
pheme volume by high and low trainee RGi.. No statistically sig-
nificant effect of RGI, or interaction of liGI. with high and low mor-
pheme volume was found. However, an F of 6.44 (p < .01) was
indicated for morpheme volume. This confirms the hypothesis
that as morpheme volume increases, comprehensibility decreases.

Because of the statistically significant effect of morpheme
volume on comprehensibility indicated by the variance analysis,
individual sign tests were performed on each sentence which var-
ied in morpheme volume at each Yngve d level.
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The directional hypothesis tested here was whether or not
a sentence of a particular Yngve d is more difficult to process
centrally if it is high in morpheme volume relative to one low
in morpheme volume. Table 3-7 presents, for both the high
and low RGI. subjects, the results yielded by the sign tests for
sentences in which the Yngve d was held constant but the mor-
pheme volume was varied. For five of the eight comparisons in
Table 3-7 there is a statistically significant difference in the
predicted direction. Moreover, again, the possibility that dif-
ferences were due to trainee RGL was not supported.

Table 3-7

Sign Test Results on Sentences Varying in Morpheme
Volume (mv) with Yngve Depth (d) Held Constant

d= 1.47 d= 1.57A d= 1.573 d= 1.82
my 17, my 13 my 9, my 6 my 13, my 9 my 17, my

High
RGL .001 NS .001 NS
Low

RGL .008 NS .018 .001

Paragraphs Varying in Morpheme Volume
While Keeping Yngve Depth Constant

Four texts in paragraph form were also investigated, Each
text contained three paragraphs and each paragraph contained
six sentences. Each paragraph contained exactly the same num-
ber of words but, across paragraphs, morpheme volume was varied
from low through medium to high. The mean Yngve depth values
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of the four texts were: 1. 86, 1. 78, 1. 43, and 1. 34. Morpheme
volume was trichotomized over three levels: low, medium, and
high.

The measure used to test the comprehensibility of these
paragraphs was the correctness of response to multiple choice
questions. For each paragraph within a text, the questions asked
were always about the same word in the paragraph; e. g. , the ob-
ject of a particular preposition. An example of a paragraph that
is low in morpheme volume is:

is:

The kid had just been hit when the mother

came. The mother found one of the boys hiding

under the table. The mother called the boy a

dope. He felt the mother's anger. That was a

sad thing. After the mother beat the child, he

went straight to his room.

An example of a paragraph that is high in morpheme volume

The double-agents had just been wiretapping
when the agents appeared. The agents discovered

one of the double-agents hiding during the en-

counter. The agents called the double-agent a

co-conspirator. He outrightly denied the agents'

accusations. This was an unbelievable state-of-

affairs. After the agents transported the law-
breakers, they reported directly to the conven-

tioneers.

An analysis of variance on the responses for each set of three
paragraphs at the four levels of constant Yngve d by high and low

trainee RGL indicated that RGL was a statistically significant factor
in readability/ comprehensibility on only the 1. 43 and 1. 34 Yngve depth
paragraphs (p <. 01). Morpheme volume was found to affect readability/
comprehensibility on all but one of the Yngve depth texts (the text with a
Yngve depth of 1. 78). Morpheme volume proved to be a statistically sig-
nificant readability/ comprehensibility facto r for all the other paragraph



sets (p . 01). There was an interaction effect of RGI, with mor-
pheme volume fcr both the 1.86 and the 1.34 Yngve depth sets
(p<.01).

Because of the statistically significant effects of morpheme
volume indicated by the analysis of variance, individual sign
tests w..ne performed between each paragraph of a particular
set of Yngve depth text; i.e., high against medium, medium
against low, and high against low. Table 3-8 presents the re-
sults of these analyses (all two tailed tests). As indicated in
Table 3-8, in only four of the 12 comparisons was the hypothesis
that paragraphs high in morpheme volume are more difficult to
comprehend than those which are low in morpheme volume not
confirmed.

However, we note here a very recently published article.
(Sherman,. 1973) which suggested that sentences containing any
negative components (be they either the word "not" or a prefix
like "un") are harder to comprehend than are sentences not hav-
ing these components. Examination of these texts here employed
revealed them to contain confounding on this variable. For ex-
ample, our high morpheme volume paragraph at the 1.4 Yngve
depth level contained four negative components, as opposed to
the medium morpheme volume paragraph at this level which con-
tained only two negative components.

Table 3-8

Sign Test Results on Paragraphs Varying in Morpheme
Volume (mv) with Yngve Depth (d) Held Constant

Morpheme Volume Comparison d= 1.86 3.=

High-Med. NS

Med.-Low .005

High-Low .003
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1.78 d= 1.43 d= 1.34

.003- .005 .003

.003 NS .045

NS .002 .003
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This confounding, however, cannot account for most of the
statistically significant results yielded by this investigation of
the morpheme volume variable. Those paragraphs containing
no negative components and those in which the negative compo-
nents were equalized still showed that a paragraph high in mor-
pheme volume is comprehended with greater difficulty than is
one lower in morpheme volume.

Perfetti (1968b) found that lexical density (by which he means
the ratio of content words to the total number of words in a sen-
tence) was related to sentence retention. Perfetti concluded
that: "...much of the memory space required by a sentence
goes to the storage of semantic information carried by the lexical
morphemes in the sentence... " (Perfetti, 1969b), and equally
affects sentence retention and comprehensibility.

Coleman (1971, pp. 176-177) also reported that as the number
of mor phemes composing the words of a passage increased, com-
prehensibility decreased. He noted that anyone wishing to alter a
passage to make it more comprehensible should reduce the number
of morphemes and, thereby reduce the burden on central processes
as well as the burden on visual processes.

Sentences Varying in Transformational Complexity

In an attempt to determine the effect of a syntactically complex
sentence structure on readability/comprehensibility, sentences
were constructed that varied in transformational complexity. Ten
were active sentences (kernals); ten were passive sentences, and
ten were passive-negative sentences. The active and the passive-
negative sentences were derived by transformations of passive
sentences all having Yngve d= 1.62.
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An example of active, passive, and passive-negative sentences
respectively is: "They found the money lying in the corner. "
"The money was found lying in the corner. " " The money was not
found lying in the corner. "

The method used to test the readability/comprehensibility of
these sentences was always the picture verification technique.
Each of the above sentences appeared twice in the booklets (but
not fOr the same subject), once with its corresponding picture be -
ing true, and once with the co,re;;.,onding picture being false. To
discover whether reading ability was a factor determining sentence
comprehensibility for these sentences, the subjects were split in-
to high and low RGI, tra:ctee groups by means of the regression equa-
tion developed by Caylor et al., (1972).

Table 3-9 shows t! !e p values obtained from sign tests between
the active and passive sentences, the passive and passive-negative
sentences, and the active and passive-negative sentences for the
high and the low RGL subjects both when the pictures were true and
when they were false. rable 3-9 indicates no differences in process-
ing the active and the passive sentences whether or not the correct
response was true or false or the RGL of the subjects was high or
low. The high RGL subjects found the passive-negative sentences
harder to process than passive sentences in seven out of the ten
cases when the pictue was true, but in only two out of ten cases
when the picture was false. The low RGL subjects found the passive-
negative sentences harder to process than the passive.sentences
eight out of ten cases when the picture was true, but in only four
out of the ten sentences when the picture was false. The high RGL
subjects found the passive-negative sentences harder to process
than the active sentences in five out of the ten cases when the pic-
ture was true but in only two out of the ten cases when it was false.
The low RGL subjects found the passive sentences harder to pro-
cess than the active sentences in seven out of the ten cases when the
picture was true but in only five out of the ten cases when the pic-
ture was false.
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The observation of no differences in performance in proc-
essing simple active and passive sentences ia not in accordance
with certain prior findings; e. g., Coleman (1964, 1965), Mehler
(1963), Gough (1965), and Slobin (1966), using as did we, the pic-
ture verification task. On the other hand, Slobin (1966) found that
under some conditions passive sentences were harder to process
than active sentences. But when these sentences wdre made non-
reversible, that is, when the subject and the object could not logi-
cally be interchanged as in: "The horse was seen running around
the track" the differences in syntactic complexity "washed out."
That is, both were equally comprehensible. Other investigators
who have failed to find comprehensibility differences between ac-
tive and passive sentences (and thus failed to support the transfor-
mational grammar model) are Martin and Roberts (1966), Perfetti
(1969), and Moore and Biederman (1973).

When Slobin (1966) found that making his sentences non-
reversible resulted in a "wash out" in the differences in complex-
ity between active and passive sentences, he suggested that the
difficulty in understanding passive sentences may be partly attri-
butable to the problem of keeping track of which noun is the actor.
Fodor (1971) would agree. He believes that the difficulty with
passive sentences is caused, not primarily by the fact that they
contain one or more transformations, but because the passive
voice destroys canonical phrase order (base structure)--the de-
coding dzvice which prefers to assume that the first noun phrase
is a subject noun (Fodor, 1971, p. 125). He went on to suggest
two ways of increasing sentence complexity: (1) introduce into the
sentence lexical items which are compatible with a relatively wide
variety of deep structure types [the more types of deep structure
a lexical item in a sentence is compatible with, the more alterna-
tive hypotheses a reader must entertain about the deep structure
of the sentence (see also Coleman, 1965)J, and (2) eliminate or
confound features of the surface structure which help to "spell"
the underlying deep structure of the sentence.

Fodor brksed the second suggestion on Fodor aad Garrett's
(1967) theory of sentence comprehension which holds that a listen-
er (and presumably a reader) constructs hypotheses about the un-
derlying gzlammatical relations (deep structure) of a sentence.
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Presumably, this is what causes the difference in comprehensi-
bility between active and passive sentences when their subjects
and objects are reversible. An examination of the sentences
used in our experiment reveals the subjecils and the objects to
be essentially non-reversible. This fact wit..kld seem to account
for our not finding differences in comprehensibility between our
active and passive sentences.

Table 3-9, however, indicates that the low RGL subjects
found the passive-negative sentences harder to process than the
passive sentences in eight of the ten cases when the picture was
true, but in only four out of the ten cases when the picture was
false. The high RGL subjects found 'the passive-negative sen-
tences harder to process than the active sentences in five out of
the ten cases when the picture wafg:true but in only two out of
the ten cases when it was false.

In these cases we have replicated the results of many prior
studies which indicated that passive negat:ves are more difficult
to process than are either active or passive sentences; e. g.,
Gough (1965).

We seem to have shown in terms of Savin and Perchenoch's
(1965) interpretation, that kernal sentences occupy less space
than do passive-negative sentences; and also, apparently, passive
sentences. We have also replicated Slobin's (1966) finding con-
cerning the interacting effects of truth and falsity on the picture
verification task with the transformational variables. He found,
as did we, that when the picture was true, more errors were made
to the passive and passive negative sentences than when the pic-
ture was false. He found this to be the case with subjects rang-
ing from ages six through twenty. We, however, noted this to be
the case more so for our low RGL subjects than for our high RGL
subjects. Wason (1959, 1962) Eifermann (1961), McMahon (1963),
and Gough (1965) all reported that their subjects' behavior reflected
a greater difficulty when dealing with true negative statements than
they did with false negative statements. Slobin (1966) reported that
several of his youngest subjects refused to accept any of the negative
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sentences as being true. He suggested that perhaps this interaction
between truth and 'affirmation can be accounted for in terms of an
"atmospheric effect. " He postulated that "affirmation" is the langu-
age of truth and that negation is the language of falsity (Slobin, 1966).
There may be a tendency to call affirmative sentences true and nega-
tive sentences false. In Slobin's experiments, as in ours, a negative
was true because it described the reverse of the pict-are. Because
this is the case, Slobin went on to suggest that true negatives are
more difficult to verify that false negatives when the following con-
ditions are present: (1) pictures are used as referents, and (2) both
types of sentences are evaluated in regard to the same constellation
of actors and action. Stated in other terms, condition 2 requires
that the sentence and the picture have the same content (i. e., the
same noun and verb). These conditions were present in ours and
in Slobin's study: true passive-negative sentences tended to be more
difficult to verify than did false passive-negative seo+ences, as also
were the true passive sentences, as compared to the false passive
sentences. The subject of false affirmative and true negative sen-

t- tences does not correspond to the actor in the picture, but in the
case of true affirmative and false negative sentences this corre-
spondence does obtain. Such a "mismatch, " as Slobin calls it, may
pose problems to a subject if part of his "strategy" is to match the
stimulus sentence by generating a true affirmative sentence describ-
ing the picture. This problem of "mismatch" account; fairly well for
the difficulty in dealing with passive and passive-negative sentences.

Perhaps a more elegant way of describing the process dis-
cussed above is seen in Clark and Chases' (1972) "Model A" of a
theory of sentence-picture comparison. Their theory of sentence-
picture comparison (verification) was designed to account mainly
for a limited type of sentence verification task. Here, a subject
is shown a display containing a sentence like: "Star isn't below line"
and a picture of, say, a star above a line. The subject is asked to
read the sentence, look at the picture, and indicate as quickly as pos-
sible whether the sentence is true or false. The sentences used in
this task always made use of above or below and described the vertical
position of two geometrical figures. [Although the theory Clark &
Chase presented is meant primarily to account for the response laten-
cies of their subjects in dealing with the above tasks, it is applicable
to and can also account for erroneous responses.] Because their
theory deals in a great part with the verification of negative sentences,
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part of it can be traced to extensive earlier work on negation by
Wasen (1961), Eifermun (1961), Gough (1965, 1966), Slobin (1966),
and others. Clark and Chase acknowledge,that.Trabasso (1970)
and Trabasso, Rollins and Shaughness (1971) have independently
formalized almost the identical general model for the comprehen-
sion of negation.

In "Model A," Clark and Chase (1972) divided the sentence
picture comparison process into four identifiable stages. At Stage 1,
the subject is said to form a mental representation of the sentence.
At Stage 2, he forms a. mental representation of the picture. At
Stage 3, he compares the two representations. At Stage 4, he makes
a response. This model is capable of predicting the time it will take
a subject to verify a particular sentence and assumes that the time
for each separate process is additive. Experiments verified that the
model receives excellent support in the terms of verification times
and in percentage of errors made to each kind of sentence. Their
data are also consistent with ours in showing that more errors are
made to "true" negative pictures than to "false" negative pictures.
With our subjects, though, we saw a tendency for the low RGL people
to be more susceptible to errors. It would thus appear, that when
writing, to ensure readability/ comprehensibility, the use of the pas-
sive-negative voice should be avoided and, especially, this practice
should be followed when writing for those with low reading grade lev-
el.

Sentences Varying on Other Structural-Complexity Dimensions:
Complement Deletion, Center Embedding, Left and Right Branching

Fodor (1971) suggested that one way to increase sentence
complexity would be to eliminate or confound surface structure fea-
tures which serve to "spell" the deep structure underling the sen-
tence. He based his assertion on Fodor and Garrett's (1967) theory
of sentence comprehension. This theory holds that a listener or
reader constructs hypotheses about a sentence's underlying gram-
matical relations (deep structure on the basis of cues in the sentence's
superficial form (surface structure). Fodor and Garrett (1967) have
shown that elimination of relative pronouns in center embedded sen-
tences (in which the subject and predicate are separated by a clause)



.appears to increase the difficulty of dealing with these structures.
The deletion of the relative pronoun "whom" from the sentence:
"The man the dog bit died, " supposedly increases the ambiguity
of the sentence. Accordingly, its comprehensibility is decreased.

Hakes (1972) has essentially shown the same effect when
"that" is deleted from a sentence such as: "John believed the girl
was a fool. "

Other factors that determine the structural complexity of a
sentence and thus its comprehensibility are the extent to which the
sentence contains self embedded structures and the degree to which
its formation is left or right branching.

Schwartz et al., (1970) have show:: that, as center embedded-
ness increases (that is, as clauses are embedded or added [from one
to four] between subject and predicate), comprehensibility decreases.
Wang's (1970) data supported this finding.

Schwartz et al., (1970) also studied right branching (where
successive clauses are added to the right of the main clause) as in
the sentence: "The umpire called a balk that the southpaw pitcher
hit that the coach replaced," and left branching (where successive
clauses are added to the left of the main clause as in the sentence:
"The electricity powered toe chomping rock throwing lawn mower
ran over its own cord. " They demonstrated that increases in left
branching had no effect on comprehension but as right branching in-
creased, comprehension decreased.

The methods and results of an examination of the role of each
of the above sentence complexity factors relative to readability/ com-
prehensibility are presented below.

Complement Deletion

Sixteen sentences which contained the complement "that"
and 16 sentences in which this complement was deleted were in-
cluded in the data collection booklet. The measure used for answer-
ing these sentences was always the fill-in measure. Because we
reasoned that fill-in questions are, to some extent, ambiguous as
to just what may be required for a proper answer, we scored a para-
phrase as a correct answer (see Hakes, 1972, forwa defense of this
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procedure). Subjects were again split into high and low RGL trainee
groups for purposes of analysis.

A 2 x 2 analysis of variance of percentage correct for com-
plement present or absent and trainee RGL "high" or "low" indi-
cated no statistically significant main or interaction effects. More
errors were noted on five of the sentences not containing the com-
plement; there were fewer errors in nine of the sentences not con-
taining the complement, .and in one of the sentences the errors made
both with and without the complement were equal.

Center Embedding

Ten sentences which were center embedded (containing
from one to five clauses) were constructed. These were matched
with ten sentences in their deembedded form. An example of a
sentence center embedded by five clauses is: "The dragon, giving
no evidence of surrendering under the numerous attacks of the
knights who charged at him with a loud clash of swords, was forc-
ing them to retreat" (from Wang, 1970). Deembedding this sentence
yields: "The dragon was forcing the knights to retreat because he
showed no evidence of surrendering under their numerous attacks
when they charged him with a loud clash of swords. " Again, the
fill-in measure was employed (allowing paraphrasing) as the re-
sponse mode.

Table 3-10 presents results of sign tests performed on
each of the ten embedded and deembedded sentences relative to
the hypothesis that the deembedded forms are more readable/com-
prehensible.

It can be seen that in seven out of ten cases, there was no
statistically significant difference in responses to the sentences in
either their embedded or their deembedded form. However, in
three of the cases, statistically significant differences in favor of
.the hypothesis that embedded sentences are less comprehensible
were obtained.
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Table 3-10

Sign Test Results between Ten Embedded and Ten
Deembedded Sentences

Sentence Test Results

1 NS
2 .001*
3 .002*
4 NS
5 NS
6 NS
7 NS
8 NS
9 NS

10 .001*

*in direction of hypothesis

Right and Left Branching

Ten sentences with four clauses to the left of the main
clause and ten sentences with four clauses to the right of the
main clause were constructed and employed as stimuli to test
the hypothesis that left branching sentences are more readable/
comprehensible than are right branching sentences. Again, the
fill-in response mode (allowing paraphrase) was employed.

Table 3-11 presents the results of sign tests performed
on each of the ten right and ten left branching sentences relative
to the hypothesis that the left branching sentences are more read-
able/comprehensible than right branching sentences. Here, it can
be seen that in one case there was no statistically significant dif-
ference obtained between the right and left branching sentence; in
another case there was a significant difference in favor of the hy-
pothesis. But, in the eight remaining cases, significant differ-
ences were noted in the wrong direction.
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Table 3-11

Sign Test Results Performed between Ten Right and
Ten Left Branching Sentences

Sentence No. p Value

1 .0003**
2 .0003**
3 NS

4 .0003**
5 .004**
6 .01**
7 .001**
8 .0003**
9 .007*

10 .0003**

*in favor of hypothesis
"against hypothesis

Discussion

These results are interpreted as failing to show that deletion
of the complement "that" caused a loss of sentence comprehensi-
bility for our subjects. Our subjects, contrary to some of the
findings reported in the .literature, found it easier to comprehend
right branching sentences than left branching sentences. But, at
least marginally, embedded sentences were less comprehensible
than the deembedded sentences. What possible reason might there
have been for the present findings?
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The stimulus sentence for the "that" complement deletion
factor were variations of those used in the Hakes (1972) experiment
(i. e., all were double self embedded with the complementing verb
always the verb of the sentence's main, independent clause). Our
sentences were read by subjects; Hakes' subjects heard the sen-
tences. Our subjects were asked to answer a question concerning
the sentence; Hakes' subjects were asked to paraphrase the sentence
after performing a phoneme monitoring task. These differences in
tasks may account for the difference in findings across the two stud-
ies. Additionally, the present results may be due to the fact that
the effect of deleting the "that" complement seems "weak. " Hake
(1972) found that the results of the monitoring task strongly support-
ed the hypothesis that deletion of the "that" complement increases
comprehension difficulty; however, the results of the paraphrasing
task did so only weakly. Our fill-in response mode is more closely
related to a paraphrasing task than to a phoneme monitoring task.

The findings of the present study, relative to the deembedding
of sentences, were often in the proper direction--although statistical-
ly significant results were not obtained.

Cne, two, or four subordinate clauses were generally easier
to comprehend in their deembedded form. This was not, however,
the case for some sentences with three subordinate clauses. We
note also that in the prior studies relative to this variable (Schwartz
et al., 1970; Wang, 1970; Hamilton & Deese, 1971) the subjects
heard the sentences and were asked to express their degree of judg-
ment as to the sentences' comprehensibility on a scale. Our sub-
jects, on the other hand, read the sentences and were asked ques-
tions about them.

The finding that our subjects comprehended right branching
sentences more readily than left branching sentences is agFin be-
lieved to reflect data collection method sensitivity. Additionally,
we note that Hamilton and Deese (1971) found that right branching
sentences are more readily comprehended than are center embedded
sentences. They attribute this finding to the fact that in the right
branching sentences the subject and predicate of each clause occurs
contiguously. Contiguity of grammatical structure may represent
an explanatory construct in this regard.
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The results reported above have demonstrated that a num-
ber of psycholinguistic variables affect readability/comprehensi-
bility. These .factors are transformational complexity (specifical-
ly, passive-negative sentence difficulty), morpheme volume, and
(marginally) the structural complexity factor of center-embedded-
ness. This study was unable to replicate certain findings from
other research; specifically that: (a) passive sentences are more
difficult to comprehend than are active sentences, (b) deletion of
the "that" complement causes incomprehensibility, and (c) right
branching sentences are less comprehensible than are left branch-
ing sentences.

The results indicated that the Yngve depth factor, while
important, was measure-sensitive and probably related more to
short term memory load than to comprehensibility, per se.

Except in the passive-negative sentence case, trainee
reading grade level was not a particularly significant factor here;
varying these psycholinguistic factors had, for the most part,
equivalent effects on readability/comprehensibility for both high
and low reading grade level subjects. It seems, on the bases of
these research findings, that methods whereby readability and
comprehensibility may be increased by a writer of textual materi-
al have been identified. These findings represent an initial attempt
at determining psycholinguistic aspects of readability/comprehensi-
bility and further similar and related research is needed in order
to establish an adequate technology of written instruction.
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CHAPTER IV

FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATIC CALCULATION OF
READABILITY /COMPREHENSIBILITY METRICS

The purpose of this chapter is to present views on the ex-
tent of the feasibility of calculating text comprehensibility meas-
ures automatically. The utility of several such measures was
presented and discussed in prior chapters of this report and shown
to be reasonable approaches to the scientific measurement of com-
prehensibility. These same measures are here examined with re-
spect to approaches which could be taken to computerize their de-
termination.

First, a background review is presented to give the reader
a summary of the state-of-the-art in the field of autowtic text
processing, now called semantic information procesiag. Then,
the measures to be mechanized are presented, together with pos-
sible approaches for accomplishing mechanization. The names of
the specific measures, together with the level of difficulty, for auto-
mation are summarized in Table 4-1.

The Future of Semantic Processing

It is interesting to conjecture about the future in this field.
The extent to which automation is determined to be feasible (to-
gether with later success in its implementation) could have a far
reaching effect on text preparation and eventually on writing styles.
A rapid increase in the routine operational use of computers to pre-
pare text for publication is now being experienced. A 1971 survey
of available.on-line editing systems included about a dozen comput-
er programs called "text editors" (Van Dan & Rice, 1971). Recent
developments have extended this trend, and it is expected to continue.
Within a decade, it is believed that a significant percentage of all
published material from newspapers to encyclopedias will be com-
puter processed.



Table 4-1

Summary of Comprehensibility Measures and
Their Difficulty for Automation

Structure-of-Intellect

1. type token ratio
2. cognition of semantic

relations
3. memory of semantic

units
4. evaluation of symbolic

implications
5. cognition of figural

units
6. convergent production

of semantic systems
7. convergent production

of semantic implications
8. divergent production of

semantic units

Psycholinguistic

1. Yngve depth
2. morpheme depth
3. transformational complexity
4. self embedding
5. left/right branching
6. effect of deleting comple-

ments
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Likelihood of Success in
Automatic Computation

1. relatively simple
2. difficult but possible

3. relatively simple

4. relatively simple

5. simple (initial approach)

6. simple

7. needs further study

8. needs further study

1. difficult but possible
2. relatively simple
3. relatively simple
4. relatively simple
5. difficult
6. relatively simple



It is obvious that part of the computer processing of text
for publication is the "typing" or optical reading of the text in
machine readable media. Some of the more advanced text edit-
ing programs also use a computer-stored dictionary. With this
capability, a computer program can accomplish functions such
as automatic hyphenization, page numbering, indexing, page lay-
out, spelling checks, centering of headings and the like. We be-
lieve that, some time in the future, there will be a natural exten-
sion of this type of computer processing so as to add the capability
of determining one or more comprehensibility indices. According-
ly, the project, to the extent that it is recommended here as feasi-
ble, could result in a programming logic flow for text processing
which, in turn, could become the "back end" of more routine text
handling procedures now available or being developed.

As a last introductory thought, we note that the results pre-
sented apply exclusively to the English language, as would any com-
puter technique resulting therefrom.

StateoftheArt

Like most fields of endeavor, the handling of natural language
text has benefited substantially from the availability, within the last
two or three decades, of automatic data processing systems.

Sedelow (197), in a discubiion of the use of computers in
the humanities, confirms that tasks such as automation of text anal-
ysis is now very much in the field of interest of the humanist. He
writes that:

Tasks such as syntactical analysis, stylistic
analysis, structural analysis, etc., are of
interest in traditional humanistic studies and
are vital to computer-assisted instruction,
automatic abstracting, information retrieval,
machine translation, and the analysis and syn-

thesis of graphics.
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Word Frequency Applications

Automatic preparation of concordances by computer is
one of the earlier applications of the computer to text processing.
As identified by Bowles (1967), concordances of the Bible and the
Dea Sea Scrolls were published as early as 1957. And, it may be
inferred from the survey conducted by Sedelow (1970), that this
technique had already become routine and commonplace, with
concordances available for such varied texts as the poems of
Matthew Arnold, W. B. Yeats, and Emily Dickenson, along with
the writings of William Blake and Lord Byron. The ACM Com-
puter Programs Directionary (Faden, 1971) describes a FORTRAN
IV program used in preparing a concordance analysis of the plays of
Eugene O'Neill. Mcst recently, after 25 years of data collection
and analysis, a concordance of 179 works (mostly attributable to
St. Thomas Acquinas) covering ten million words was completed.
In summary, Parrish observes (Bowles, 1967):

The successful completion of a computer con-
cordance makes the making of concordances
by hand old fashioned, obsolete. The making
of dictionaries of larger bibliographies by
hand will soon enough in the same way become
obsolete.

A similar type of application is that of the Key Word In Con-
text (KWIK) index designed by Luhn (1969). This index places the
word of interest in the center of a single print line and provides as
much of the context in which the word is embedded as the print line
will hold. It is therefore both an abstracting and indexing technique.
The KWIK technique is now used routinely in indexing periodicals
and the like. Although the technique is applied mostly to indexing
scientific materials, it is generally applicable to indexing of any
text. The KWIK index is an example of one useful system which
relies on cross referencing titles by all key words in the title.
Other approaches, by selecting words which occur in a document
more frequently than normal usage would predict, generate a set
of content words which is suitable not only for indexing but also
for abstracting and later information or document retrieval.
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The ability of the computer to count word frequencies- -
a by-product of concordance generation--led to the insinuation
of data processing techniques into stylistic analysis and "attribu-
tion" studies--the determination of the authorship of a given work.
One early effort to resolve a question of "real" authorship was
that reported by Mosteller and Wallace (1963). In this case, it
was concluded that James Madison (not Alexander Hamilton)wrote
The Federalist Papers. The analysis was performed on the basis
of about 100, 000 meaningful words using statistical techniques and
an electronic digital computer.

Since that time, the computer has been employed for inter-
esting and varied attribution tasks, including determining that the
Illiad had only one author and that the book of Isaiah had two dis-
tinct authors.

Sedelow (1970) reported that:

Humanists are becoming increasingly interested
in using the computer to explore relationships
among the words and other linguistic units and
among words and textual units, as well as rela-
tionships among categories describing behavior
of words. These categories include tle syntactic,
semantic, temporal, and spatial.

She also reported briefly on a "General Inquirer" computer
program for content analysis. The program looks toward having
some conceptual or theoretical relationship which is specified in
advance by a research scholar. As described by its authors
(Stone et al., 1966), the program has been used to study folktale
themes and in distinguishing "genuine" vs. "pseudo" suicide notes.

Another analytic method, initiated by Sedelow, is the Ver-
bally Indexed Association Program, which looks for words in rela-
tionship to their frequency of occurrence. Its purpose is to reveal
structuring concepts, themes, or attitudes in a text. The program
has been used to examine prose, historical writings, and political
campaign speeches.
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Another example of computer analysis on the basis of word
frequency determination is that proposed by Johnson (undated).
Johnson used computer methods to facilitate new language learning
via the reading process. The technique results in computer printed
text in which only relatively rare words that the student should not
learn at his current level are identified by translating them in the
margin. Other words are marked (and translated) to indicate that
they should be mastered on the first occurrence. Word selection
is based on actual frequency of occurrence and a preselected num-
ber of words to be learned each year. This defers learning of less
frequently used items without burdening the student to do the selec-
tion. His attention is focused exclusively on those vocabulary items
that are the most significant for him at his particular learning level,
ignoring less important words.

Dictionary Development

There is now a growing availability of word lists and dic-
tionaries in magnetic tape fo for computer aided applications.
Several sources of such materials exist such as Brown University's
1, 014, 312 words of running present-day American text (Francis,
1964). The Semantic Foundation project (formerly Systems Devel-
opment Corporation Lexicography project) offers magnetic tape
transcripts of Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary and the
New Merriam Webster Pocket Dictionary (Reichert, Olney, & Paris,
19E9). Dozens of users of these dictionaries are reported (Olney
& Ramsey, 1972). The availability of such material would simpli-
fy research and experimentation with, or operational use of, the
several readability/comprehensibility techniques which require
such aids.

Natural Language Inquiry Systems

Our goal in this current work is to mechanize, via comput-
er, the analysis of sentence structure so as to handle the logic and
calculation sequences required to determine the selected compre-
hensibility measures described in prior sections of this report.
Work based more directly on this type of requirement has not been
altogether lacking. In recent years, th .1 technology has made im-
portant strides. The main impetus of this progress has been prin-
cipally the desire to have computers respond to questions posed in
English. In response to this need, various workers have been ac-
tive. Table 4-2 cites a variety of early developments extracted
from Green (1963).
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It is note that Phillips' program uses a stored dictionary
in order to accomplish a syntactic analysis of sentences. In the
"Baseball" program, questions are also syntactically analyzed,
and the missing questioned information is sought in a suitable pre-
pared data base.

.r another early work, Householder (1961) reported on the
development of a general mechanical routine for the reduction of
complex sentences to their constituent simple sentences without
loss of information content. Secondarily, he worked toward an
artificial language (based on English) suitable for storage, trans-
lation, or manipulation.

More recently, there has been additional and substantial
work in the field of natural language inquiry systems closely re-
lated to the task at hand. This is seen as a very positive influ-
ence on the probability of success of automating comprehensibil-
ity. Natural language inquiry systems are based on new compu-
ter data base storage and retrieval techniques developed in the
late 60's and early 70's. At least, the following five well-recog-
nized groups are engaged in the development of the capability to
accept input queries to a computer data base in English rather than
an artificial inquiry language (though only a limited English subset
[grammar] is, of course, permitted):

Systems Development Corporation
California Institute of Technology
Bolt, Beranek, & Newman, Inc.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Texas

An illustration of a technique applied in developing such a question-
answering machine is given by Simmons in Borko (1962). These
developments, in turn, are spurred by the facts that: (1) remote
access to data bases is becoming much more common, and (2)
more worthwhile data bases are becoming increasingly available
--even on a commercial basis. These trends are expected to con-
tinue with the end result that the field of computational linguistics
will be an important, if not critical, research and development area
for at least the balance of the 70's.
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These natural language inquiry systems each utilize a pars-
ing program which accepts the (restored) natural language inquir-
ies and determines the semantic interpretations of these inquiries,
translating them into expressions which generate various actions
on the data bases. It is expected that this specific experience in
the parsing of English would be of direct assistance in the develop-
ment of automatic techniques for readability/ comprehensibility
measurement.

Currently, developers report times from less than . 10 to
20 seconds, depending on approach and the end use of the parse re-
sult, to automatically parse an English language inquiry (many nu-
ances are not admitted) including flagging of some grammatical er-
rors.

A related work is the parse-a-system program for syntacti-
cal analyses of English text for the IBM 7094 (Faden, 1971). Here,
the program inputs grammar coded English text, one sentence at a
time (using parsing logic to select grammar code in pairs or adja-
cent constituents), and presents each pair to a table of previously
input grammar rules for comparison.

Machine Translation

One of the earliest serious attempts to use computers for
semantic applications was the machine translation experiments
started in the early 19501s. Despite substantial funding, automatic
or semiautomatic translation between languages with the aid of a
computer was beset by ambiguity problems, and early optimism
soon degraded. It is now generally agreed that machine translation
is still a technique which will not yield text of sufficient quality to

be of practical use. Minsky (1968) summarized the situation:

The poor results in early translation attempts

resulted from the hope that adequate syntactic

analyses of sentences could be made without an

apparatus foialliigging the plausibility of pro-

posed meanings. This gamble didn't pay off. It

is now apparent that the meanings must be taken

into account to resolve ambiguities even within

coherent discourse in a single language, let alone

in translating. One needs methods for represent-

ing the entities being discussed and the relation

between them, as well as enough logical inference

capacity to marilecommEto7igarTOTEEL5F7MTE-FES
consequence orEF7=771133auesereatorlderinngae)
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Simmins (I-torko, 1962) had earlier concluded that the prob-
lems associated with the actual implementation of machine transla-
tions are more apparent than are the solutions: "There exist prob-
lems recognizing parts of :;peech, of workers syntactic analyses, of
logical inference on the basis of syntactic and semantic structures,
and a myriad of problems concerned with the meaning of words and
sentences. ''

Accordingly, those engrossed in machine translation made
their best contribution to semantic processing by formalizing the
difficulties involved and partially, as a result, substantial stimulus
was given to linguistic research projects.

Summary of Literature Indications

The technological developments of recent years, according-
ly, point to the practical feasibility of automating the determination
of some readability/ comprehensibility measures for prose English
text. Several developments have combined to bring about this favor-
able situation.

1. data processing technology, equipment,
and software languages have become avail-
able over the years

2. extensive basic research has been carried
out in the important fields of linguistic
(grammatical) parsing techniques and syn-
tactical analyses

3. an increasing number of computer appli-
cations dealing with processing of English
words have been successful on projects
such as developing concordances, author
attribution studies, text editing, and
English language inquiry systems
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4. utilization of computers for text editing
of newspaper and book publications has
become routine

5. larger scale operational usage of optical
scanning equipment for test reading is cur-
rently available

6. variety of English language dictionaries
are available in magnetic tape form

As a result of these developments, considerable optimism
has developed relative to the practicability of automating the calcu-
lation of several of the more mechanical readability/comprehensi-
bility measures described earlier.

Explanation of possible approaches to this automation and iden-
tification of specific measures for first automation constitute the re-
maining sections of this chapter.

Manually Determined Indices

At the onset, we note that a long list of readability/ comprehen-
sibility measures has beerfoffered for consideration over the past 30
years. A sample of those considered to be of principal interest is con-
tained in Table 4-3. For convenience, they have been grouped into
three classes: structure complexity, word divergency, and parts of
speech. These deal principally with what one might call mechanically
oriented factors. They deal with quantities of words, sentences, syl-
lables and their occurrences, but are not concerned with meanings of
words or phrases per se. They have been in use for some time not
only because they could measure reading difficulty in some sense, but
also because they were suitable to relatively easy calculation by hand.
A comprehensive summary of these techniques is presented in Williams,
Siegel, and Burkett (1973). These measures have been used principally
to determine the reading grade level of text.
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Table 4-3

"Classical" Readability Measures

Readability Measure Authors or Developers

Complexity of Structure

letters per word
words per sentence
vowels per word
syllables per word

Word Divergency

different words
words in Thorndike's
list of 10,000

words not in Dale's
list of 3,000

words not in Dale's
list of 3,000

words not understood

Parts of Speech

prepositions
pronouns
infinitives

Gray/Leary, Lorge, Bormuth
Flesch, Spache
Coke/Rothkopf
Flesch, McLaughlin

Vogel/Waehborne

Vogel/Washborne, Ojeman, Bormuth

Dale/Chall

Spache, Gray /Leary, Lorge

Jacobson, Dale/Tyler
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The limitations of these measures and the advantages of their
automation by computer program, along with a brief description of
the program, were reported by Jacobson and MacDougall (1970):

Most readability formulae can be criticized for
depending on word lists which are out of date.
In addition, readability formulae were ready-
made for use by laymen and other non-compu.-
tationally oriented persons, resulting in re-
strictions on the clerical effort and computa-
tional skill needed to apply the formula. Samples
of textual material rather than entire texts were
used. These samples were often inadequate and
not representative of the materials from which
they were taken. In using such samples, counts
were made of variables which measure readabil-
ity. Such variables were sentence length, word
size, word difficulty (as measured by word lists),
and number of syllables, etc. Most formulae
were limited to two or three variables made on
samples of one or two thousand words. Both
limitations were necessary because man, not a
machine, was doing the work.

The automated feature and related analysis of-
fer specific advantages to the production of pro-
grammed materials in two principal ways: first,
directly, in the writing, revision and evaluation
of materials, through experimentation, in pro-
gram definition and evaluation of the relative
influence of methods on program structure.

The second principal advantage of the automated
analysis is that it offers a promising approach
to the definition and evaluation of programmed
materials, the identification of significant frames,
response and content and presentation variables,
and the relationship of these variables to student
performance, thus providing a comprehensive
definition of program structure and an evaluative
model of program adaptations.
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The present computer program (which is
now in its ninth revision) will take natural
language input without editing from all of
the following sources: computer assisted
instructional terminal tapes, printer tapes,
flex tapes or text cards; and convert the data
to standard magnetic tape, according to a
schema devised by the Rand Linguistic group.
It will then produce a cross index of the ma-
terials, frequency counts of all variables and
a predicilon of the readability based on a re-
gression equation. All of these are used to
determine reading difficulty and program
features.

These measures can he said to be easy to automate since they
were designed to be calculated by hand and are based on the raw phy-
sical and linguistic characteristics of words and sentences. In con-
trast, the focus of the present report is on readability/ comprehensi-
bility measures which are characterized by their attempt to measure
the intellective difficulty of the contents. Alternatively, we may say
that the measures with which we deal have a goal of measuring diffi-
culty of concepts--the amount of thinking which a reader will have to
do. This, if you will, is the intellective work load that the reader
must expend in order to gain an understanding of the meaning of the
text. These measures, therefore, represent an attempt to quantify
the complexity of what is happening inside a reader's head, rather
than to determine comprehensibility purely on the basis of sizes and
frequencies of words and sentences.
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Comprehensibility Measures

The full 14 measures described in Chapters II and III will
be discussed individually. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with the purpose and nature of these measures.

Each of the eight structure-of-intellect and six of the psycho-
linguistic measures associated with the readability/comprehensi-
bility studies and listed in Table 4-1 will be presented in terms
of a suggested approach toward computerization.

Throughout the discussion, it is assumed that the measures
are calculated on a block of text whose size is variable, and that
each variable is calculated for each text block.

Scaling will be such that higher values of the measures re-
present more difficult (less comprehensible) text and conversely
lower values of the measures depict more readily understood
writings.

Structure-of-Intellect Measures

The cognition of semantic units (CMU) measure was based on
the type/token ratio. It seems that, in any given body of text, this
factor can be readily automated by a series of word counts. A
highly satisfactory value for this factor can be obtained through
the straight-forward approach of calculating the ratio concerning
a text block:

CMU-
Number of different words NDW(B)
Total number of words
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A number of decisions are inherent in this calculation.
Principally any string of two or more symbols between two
spaces will be tallied as a word. Preliminary analysis resolves
these questions in the following manner:

(1) prefixes, tenses and the like will be taken
into account (e.g., the word "walk" and
"walking?" will be tallied as two different
words)

(2) abbreviations of multiple words, (e.g.,
"USAF, " "USSR, " "APA" will each be
counted as one word). A count of the
number of abbreviated words will be
retained for use in calculating ESU
below.

(3) hyphenated words will be counted as
one word

(4) each word in a spelled out number will
be counted as one word (e.g., "eight
hundred" will be counted as two words)

(5) each numerical value (e.g.,
will be counted as one word

"485. 6")

(6) words printed in capital letter, italics,
or foreign words will be tallied as iv-
dividual words

(7) selected symbols will be contained in
the dictionary (discussed below) and
tallied as appropriate. Examples of
word counts for sample symbols are:
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symbol number of words
1

1

2

5

This count will also be retained for use in calculating ESU below.
Thus the calculation is considered to have no inherent technical
risk.

The cognition of semantic relation (CMR) metric is defined
as the number of sentences divided by the number of incomplete
links or relations in a textual block. The former is, of course,
much easier to determine than the latter. However, even the
determination of the number of sentences in a given text is non-
trivial. Its logic is discussed briefly by presenting the follow-
ing. considerations:

(1) codes will be used to identify portions which
will not be involved in determination of this
measure; e.g., tables, bibliographies, and
figures will be bypassed

(2) sentences will be determined by scanning
the periods, question marks, or exclama-
tion marks designating the end of a sen-
tence. The end of a sentence will be tallied
only when one of these symbols follows a
word or number (other than an abbreviation
which will be checked against a prestored
list) without an intervening space, and is
followed by a space and .a capital letter.
(Both upper and lower case capability is
assumed).
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(3) logic will be required to distinguish an
exclamation point from a factorial sign,
and a period at the end of a sentence
from one following an integer.

Determining the number of incomplete links or relations in text
is substantially more difficult to automate and, as such, repre-
sents considerable technical risk. Detailed analyses would be
required to obtain wholly a satisfactory logic and a resultant com-
puter program. Such logic would involve identifying constructions
such as compound subjects or predicates in conjunction with indef-
inite pronouns. It is anticipated that development of several limit-
ing rules which define exceptions to general semantic relational
logic would be a reasonable approach to this measure.

Memory of semantic units (MMU) is the next measure. It
can be determined by a count of the number of fact repetitions per
block of text. A simple approach is expected to yield satisfactory
results. This measure would count words, phrases, and indica-
tors which, in the English language, imply that a fact repetition
is expected. Thus, MMU can be calculated by extension of the
rules below:

(1) count one fact repetition for each occurrence of
the following:

that is
i. e.
thus
consequently
in other words
therefore

(2) logic will be required to determine more precise
conditions under which one fact repetition is
counted for words such as the following:
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repeat
accordingly
in effect
consequently
reiterate
recapitulate

(3) logic will be required to determine when two
fact repetitions are counted when, under
certain circumstances, one of these key words
or phrases above is followed by "and"

Evaluation of symbolic implications is defined to be the
ratio:

number of abbreviated
or symbolic words NSW(B)

ESU= total number of words TNW(B)

Calculation of the ESU will be largely a byproduOt of the determi-
mhAon of CMU and as such its calculation is considered relatively
simple and risk free. The denominator of ESU and CMU are
identified. The count of all abbreviations can be determined by
the resultant count of multiple word abbreviations (from the CMU
calculation) plus the count of single word abbrclviations (e.g., Mr.,
Ave., and Pres. ), plus the tallied word e:ount results from symbols
also determined in the calculation of CMU.

The value of ESU will therefore be scaled in the range 0-1 and
in most cases is expected to assume LIM values, say below 0.1.

The cognition of figural units measur0 (CFU) s defined as
the number of labelled locations or positions 'n a map, diagram,
or drawing. A simple count of the number of textual, (alpha-numeric)
entries in a given diagram may be deter mined by a tally of such
words or phrases as are provided as input to the text processing



program. Here, however, we conceive only of textual input, not
the graphics of a figure. Some logical rules for calculating CFU
factor follow:

(1) a code will indicate the start and end of entries
on the figures

(2) an independent programmatic check should be
incorporated to identify all such words/phrases
which are different

(3) name or indicators of several words will be
counted as one

(4) the inclusion of abbreviations within a phrase will
not alter the fact that the phrase will count as one

(5) abbreviations which stand alone (comprise a com-
plete label entity) will also count as one

(6) each scale on a graph, title, column heading, fig-
ure name, map coordinate, and similar entity will
count as one regardless of its size or number of
characters

A preliminary version of the CMU measure can therefore be obtained,
but the measure is unsealed and not comparable with the other meas-
ures. It generates data on each figure--not on the number of figures
per block of text as do other measures. Therefore, initially it is rec-
ommended that CFU receive attention in the automatic determination
of comprehensibility measures only in the generation of printed lists
showing:

a. CFU for each figure
b. CFU per square inch of figure
c. mean and sigma of CFU per block
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The next measure considered is convergent production of
semantic systems (NMS). This measure may be defined as the
number of mnemonic devices which are presented to the reader
in a block of text (the art of strengthening the memory by using
certain formal or mechanical methods of remembering is called
mnemonics). Some examples of the use of mnemonic devices
together with preliminary logic rules for their implementation
are:

(1) the coining of a phrase or abbreviation in
order to assist the reader in learning or
remembering a concept. For example
in the learning of the musical staff, the
musician introduced to the mnemonic FACE
as a way to remember the names of the
notes between lines of the treble clef. As
an extension of this mnemonic device, certain
acronyms would qualify as mnemonic instances:

FORTRAN Formula Translation
RiADAR - Radio and Ranging

In many cases the introduction of an abbrevia-
tion itself would qualify as an instance of
mnerrionic application. In these cases the
mnemonics could be handled as dictionary entries

identified as a mnemonic device as part of
the automated dictionary) and the first use of
each would be tallied as part of the calculation
of NMS.

(2) A mnemonic device can also take the form of
an acrostic. For example, Psalm 145 is
composed in such a way that the first letter
of each line comprises the alphabet in sequence.
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An acrostic not only could apply to first
letters of words, but could also apply to middle
or technical letters forming a word, or words
or the regular or inverted alphabetical sequence.
A jingle such as: "Thirty days hatn September,
etc." is also a valid example of a mnemonic,
The identification of such cases, however simple
and effective to the reader, can be most difficult
to detect automatically in an efficient way. Addi-
tional work would be required in order to deter-
mine how to identify restrictions under which
acrostics and jingles could.be counted.

(3) In some cases the display of a figure to describe
a process or phenomenon would qualify as a
mnemonic device. For example, if the explana-
tion of the physical composition of the atom, rela-
tive to nucleus and orbiting electrons, was accompa-
nied by a sketch which assisted the reader in under-
standing the concepts rather than in text alone, this
would be tallied as a mnemonic device separately.
The logic for this becomes complex due to the need
to handle specific rather than general cases. How-
ever, it is recognized that not every figure, picture,
or line drawing qualifies as a mnemonic device. The
difference between a figure which serves as a mem-
ory assist and one which is presented merely to
elaborate, to beautify, or to depict a scene is a very
subtle one for which the success of automation is
not obvious. This may require analyst precoding
to separate. The logic for this becomes more
complex due to the need to handle specific rather
than general cases.
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(4) As a last example of a mnemonic device, we
cite case of a symbolic formula, (e. g. ,
E. me ). This is similar to an abbrevia-
tion in many cases, but symbols are sub-
stitutes for words, constants, variables,
mathematical operations, and the like. Yet,
here again, all formulas would not qualify
to be tallied as mnemonic devices. Clearly,
a proof or algebraic derivation involving n
equalities stated symbolically would not
qualify as n cases of mnemonic devices.
Here again, more specific criteria as to
precisely when to tally a specific case are
required.

Accordingly, this variable demands considerable attention
prior to implementation. This is due to the wide variety of
types of mnemonic devices and their relative infrequency of
occurrence. Relatively large expenditures of effort will be
required to develop a variety of infrequently used logic which
could add considerable complexity to the computer program.

The seventh structure-of-intellect derived readability/
comprehensibility measure is the convergent production of
semantic implications (NMI). This is defined as a tally of the
number of times a synthesis of two or more items in the text
is required but not provided.

The automatic determination of situations in which a synthesis
of two elements is required in a body of text is an exceedingly dif-
ficult technical task. No known solution exists since the determina-
tion is tantamount to the requirement to determine whether or not
a conclusion or a logical extention can be drawn from two (or more)
sentences or phrases regardless of their placement within the text.
Assuming this difficult determination, a somewhat less difficult
problem would need solution, namely, an answer to the ques-
tion: Was this conclusion in fact drawn somewhere in the text? "
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This clearly calls for techniques beyond the present scope of cap-
abilities in language data processing, and further study would be
required.

The last readability/comprehensibility measure described
in this section is divergent production of semantic units (DMU).
This measure is defined to equal the number of elucidations, ex-
planations, or elucidations contained ill the subject block of text.
Pre3entation of an illustrative example in any form would meet
this criteria. Here, further study will also be required to speci-
fy detailed implementation. However, the approach outlined above
for MMU appears to provide a reasonable direction:

(1) Count one explanation for each occurrence of
the following word or word combinations:

that is
i. e.
thus
consequently
in other words
therefore
to illustrate
for example

(2) logic will be required to determine specific con-
ditions under which text including the following
words or phrases is counted as one explanation:

elucidate
explain
illustrate
expound
instance
case re"
example
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Psy rho 1 ingu i st i e Measures

Yngve (1959) defined a new approach to measuring the depth
or complexity of a sentence. This measure has come to be
called Yngve However, one who attempts to calculate the
Yngve depth of a sentence will not find the exercise to be a relax-
ing way to pass his time. There has been published, however,
(American Society for Information Sciences) a series of over one
hundred sentence structure possibilities each with its precalcu-
lated Yngve depth value. The procedure recommended for imple-
mentation of the Yngve depth measure is one which will allow the
computer to attempt to match each given sentence (in the text whose
readability/ comprehensibility is to be determined) to one of the
available sentences with a precalculated depth value. This matching
will be done on the basis of parts of speech, as follows: Each
of the predetermined sentences will be manually parsed and the
pattern sequence of parts of speech will be stored. The following
basic parts of speech will be consideed:

a-article
v-verb
adj- adjective
adv- adverb
n-noun
p-pronoun
c -conjunction
prep-preposition
e-exclamation

Accordingly, the sample sentence "The new club members
came early" will be prestored as a sequence of parts of speech,
and the depth value. Each sentence in the text to be measured
will be parsed by the computer (either automatically or with the
aid of some precoding) and compared against the prestored sen-
tences, sorted in order by the number of words in the sentence.
Therefore, the Yngve depth (YD) for the sentence under considera-
tion will be that score as given with the prestored sentence which
matches, or matches most closely, with the parts of speech sequence
and the number of words.
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Dealing with the problem of disambiguitization (i. e., in the
example on the preceding page, whether the word "club" is a noun
or a verb) represents the most difficult aspect of a completely satis-
factory solution. Considerable technical risk is involved in achiev-
ing a full solution to this problem.

The second psycholinguistic measure is morpheme depth. The
morpheme is "a linguistic or word unit which has no smaller meaning-
ful parts." Alternately a morpheme is one or more syllables which
together have some semantic meaning. For our purposes, the mor-
pheme depth measure (MD) is determined by obtaining a tally of the
number of morphemes in a block of text.

The best approach to automation of the morpheme depth is
thought to be through a dictionary look-up procedure. To this end,
it would be necessary to add to a currently available dictionary (in
magnetic tape form) the number of morphemes corresponding to each
dictionary entry. Thus, the word "unequivocal" which has five syl-
lables (un-e-quiv-o-cal) would also be listed in the dictionary as having
three morphemes (un-equi-vocal).

The tally of the morphemes would be accomplished using rules
such as the following:

1. each numerical value (e. g., 3. 14159) will be
counted as one morpheme

2. abbreviations whether one word (Mr. ) or mul-
tiple words (USAF) will be talled as a single
morpheme

3. capitalization will be required in morpheme
counting

4. selected symbols will be included in the dic-
tionary; for example, > will be counted as
one morpheme

5. since some morphemes are multiword (e. g. ,

"for goodness sake") logic would be required
to identify their occurrence from new diction-
ary entries
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The calculation of the morpheme depth measure for any text
block will be determined as the quotient of the morpheme count (total
number of morphemes per block [TNM(B)1, divided by the total num-
ber of words [ TNW(B)1, as calculated for CMU.

The next psycholinguistic measure to be calculated is trans-
formational complexity (TC). It measures the number of transforma-
tions required to derive the "deep structure" from the "surface struc-
ture" of a sentence. The scoring here will be based on the count of the
four types of sentences: (1) active, (2) active-negative, (3) passive, and
(4) passive-negative. The basic p,..oblem here, then, is the definition
of a logic suitable for identifying tour categories of sentences. This
is considered feasible within present capabilities.

A few of the characteristics of passive sentences are itemized .

below, with the understanding that a more complete logic may have to
be devised prior to implementation on a computer. A sentence is pas-
sive when it contains:

1. two, three, or four verb words together or
separated by one or two other words

2. the first of these verbs is one of the following
forms of the verb to be:

is be
is being was to have been
was will be
was being will have been
has been having been

3. the last of these verbs would be a past participle

4. for passive negative sentences, one of the follow-
ing words or phrases must appear with the verbs
mentioned above:

not
never
n't

For active negative sentences, the computer would attempt to
match a small selection of key negative words (in predetermined juxta-
positions with respect to the sentence verb).
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Additional ground rules would be programmed based on the
dictionary lookup. Since many dictionary words will be categorized
as either positive or negative and active or passive, this additional
information will be utilized in making a selection as to the type of
sentence. A more complete list of dictionary contents for each en-
try is given in Table 4-4.

part of speech up to 4 of

tallied as active. Thus, for each block, the total of active sentences

[ TPNS(B)i would be determined. Since the four categories of sen-
tences

sentences not categorized in the other three classes would be

per block [ TAS(B)j, and corresponding tallies of sentence types for
passive [ TPS(B)j, active negative [ TANS(B)j, and passive negative

tences have been shown to have differing levels of significance on
comprehensibility, the four values representing the count of the num-
ber of each type of sentence will be multiplied by four weighting values
submitted to the computer as run parameters. The weights will be
representative of the level of significance on comprehensibility. Ten-
tative value ranges for the weights are presented on the following page.
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contained in Dales list of 3000
contained in Dales list of 769

no. of morphemes
no. of syllables
start of multi word morphemes

1 thru
1 thru

Y,N

Y,N

Y,N

'Those

4-4

Dictionary Contents for Each Word

Admissible
Contents Values

positive/negative P,N

active/passive A,P



Item, I Type of Sentence Weight Range= WI

1 Active 1. 0
2 Passive 1.0 - 1. 1
3 Active Negative 1.5 2.0
4 Passive Negative 2.0 8.0

The final measure for transformational complexity, TC,
would then be the scalar product of the four tallies, by the
weights, divided by the number of sentences in the block:

TC(B)...TAS(11)
W(1) + TPS(B) W(2) + TANS(13) W(3) + TPNS(13) W(4)

NS (B)

The fourth psycholinguistic measure of readability/compre-
hensibility is self embeddedness. One measure of embeddedness
can be obtained by a tally of the number of words which separate
the subject and the verb of the sentence. The problem here , as
before, is automatic detection of the subject and verb in view of
ambiguity of assignments of some words to parts of speech, parti-
cularly noun and verb interaction. However, assuming this problem
to be solved for other measures, no additional parsing would be re-
quired for the self emLedding measure (SE). The following illustrates
the logic for this calculation;

(1) count words between the subject to the first
verb. For a block of text, the total of such
counts divided by the number of sentences
is the self embedding measure.

(2) in case of sentences having more than one
subject-verb pair, only the first pair will
be counted.
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(3) in cases of sentences having multiple
subjects, the counting will begin with
the last subject.

(4) the logic counting of abbreviations,
symbols, and the like will be the same
as that described for CMU above.

In the case of the sentence branching (SB) measure, we
determine the placement of the verb in the sentence. The auto-
mation of this measure for any given sentence can be accomplished
by the following:

(1) identify the principal word serving as
the verb of the sentence

(2) count the number of words occurring in
the sentence up to and including that
verb, NWV

(3) count the number of words in the sen-
tence, NWS

(4) calculate the ratio NWV
. This is a

NWS
number in the zero to one range indicat-
ing the placing of the verb.

For a block of text, the measure would be calculated as the
average of all values obtained. The problem of identifying the
verb has been discussed in prior sections. However, logic will
be required for the compound sentence case.
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The Processing Sequence

Figure 4-1 provides a preliminary sequential structure for
computer calculating of the various readability/comprehensibility
measures. A computer run will consist of processing one or more
blocks of text, as a function of the text block size parameter, TBS.
A value of TBS will specify the number of words in a text block.
Comprehensibility measures will be calculated for each text block
which equals or exceeds 100.

If TBS = 0, the computer program will scan for the code
symbol sequences @@ and @@@. Each occurrence of @@ will sig-
nify the end of a block. In this way, the analyst can specify that
measures be calculated for each section or chapter. The occur-
rence of @@@ will signify a request to summarize (averages to de-
termine the measures for all text since the previous @@@ or since
the start of text). This provides the ability to summarize over a
volume having multiple sections or chapters. In Part I of Figure
4-1, a dictionary search is performed for all text in the block.

A tabulation of any word not found in the dictionary is pre-
sented to the analyst before the program can enter Part II. This
protects against most spelling errors and improves the likelihood
of valid processing later. In Part I, a magnetic tape will be pre-
pared for each word of text based on the results of the dictionary
lookup. Part I would be devised so that reruns can bypass the look-
up except for new words.

In Part II, the process is performed sequentially on 100
word segments of text. In this part, the more mechanical tallies
of words, syllables, etc., are performed. At the end of Part II,
sufficient data will have been collected to calculate the "classical"
values of reading grade level for the segments. Table 4-5 lists
the various formulas extracted from the literature possible for
calculation. Some or all of these will be incorporated into the
program. Table 4-6 is a variable list for these and other vari-
ables.
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Table 4-6

Initial List of Variables

Fortran Code
S

NDW(B)
TNW(B)

NS(B)

NSW (B)

NMD(B)
TNM(B)
TAS(B)

TPS(B)

TANS(B)
TPNS(B)

CMU(B)

CMR(B)

ESU(B)
CFU(B)

NMS (B)

NMI (B)

DNU(B)
YD

MD(B)

TC(B)

SE(B)

TBS(B)

RGL
AHW

ASL
APP
AWL
DSW
TSW
DALE

MSW
ALW

MSWL

Variable
Segment of 100 words
Block of up to 100 words.
Number of different words in a block
Total number of words in a block
Number of sentences in a block
Number of symbolic words in a block
Number of mnemonic devices in a block
Total number of morphemes in a block
Total number of active sentences in a block
Total number of passive sentences in a block
Total number of active negative sentences in a block
Total number of negative passive sentences in a block
Cognition of semantic units (type token ratio)
Cognition of semantic relations
Evaluation of symbolic implications
Cognition of figural units
Number of mnemonic systems (count of mnemonics)
Convergent production of semantic implications
Divergent production of semantic units
Yngve depth measure
Morpheme depth measure
Transformational complexity measure
self embedding measure
Text block size
Reading grade level

Average no. of hard words (words not in Dale's list of 769
entry words) per 100 word sample
Average sentence length in words
Average no. of prepositional phrases per 100 words
Average word length= number of syllables per 100 words
Number of one syllable words per 100 words
Number of two syllable words per 100 words
Dale score, the numbers of words per 100 words not appear-
ing in list of 3,000 words known to 80% sample of 4th graders
No. of words of 3 or more syllables per 100 words
Average strokes (letters) per word= word length
MSW per 30 sentences
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Part III processing, on a block size basis, starts with the
summarization of Part II data over the block. Part III includes
the calculation of the readability/ comprehensibility measures as
described in this chapter.

The result of Part III is a comprehensibility profile. This
would take the form of a listing of all of the comprehensibility meas-
ures. In addition, these would be further processed by weights,
scaling adjustments, and algebraic combination into one or two com-
prehensibility indices for the particular data block. Processing
continues for each text block. Thus, the total outputs include: aver-
ages, frequency distributions, and final indices for each block. The
capability of summarizing over block results, to effectively record
volume results from the sum of its chapters, would also be provided.
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CHAPTER V

FINAL WORDS

What then can be said, in summary, about the role of struc-
ture-of-intellect oriented and psycholinguistically based variables
vis-a-vis the issue of measuring and increasing the readability/com-
prehensibility of reading materials? The results presented in Chap-
ter II clearly support a contention that measurement of the intellective
load imposed by textual material on the reader, through structure-of-
intellect based variables, will tell us something about the readability/
comprehensibility of the text. Additionally, the psycholinguistic in-
vestigations reported in Chapter III yielded a set of results which sub-
stantiated the value (for the most part) of the psycholinguistic pathway.

Admittedly, we do not know whether or not the two approaches
are truly independent. For example, it seems quite probable that the
memory for semantic relations structure-of-intellect concept in the
comprehensibility sphere is analogous (i. e. , based on the same abil-
ity) to the left-right branching psycholinguistic concept. Similarly,
the morpheme volume and memory for semantic unit variables may
be related. Description of the same phenomenon in different terms
does not represent an alien situation. This holds for both the behavi-
oral sciences (e.g., learning theory or personality theory) and the phy-
sical sciences (e.g., nerve impulse transmission or electron flow).
On the other hand., different materials were employed in the two inves-
tigations. Accordingly, the: .3 is no way of knowing, from the present
work, the degree of correlation among the various concepts involved.

A similar question is concerned with the relationship between
the structure-of-intellect variables and the psycholinguistic variables
on the one hand, and prior measures of readability/comprehensibility
on the other hand. To provide some measures of this relationship,
the structure-of-intellect stimulus materials were subjected to Flesch
analysis and to automated readabi 1 ity index (ARI) analysis. The obtained

Flesch and ARI scores were then correlated with the scores of the ma-
terials on the structure-of-intellect measures. The results (phi co-
efficients) indicate a rather large degree of independence of the struc-
ture-of-intellect oriented comprehensibility analysis from these two
prior techniques. While similar data are not as yet developed for the
psycholinguistic data, there is little reason to believe that a similar
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result would not obtain. For example, the Flesch or the ARI tech-
niques (which count words) would not discriminate between two
matched sentences, one of which is right branching, while the oth-
er is left branching. The psycholinguistic measure does.

Moreover, the present set of techniques will tell the user
not only that a given set of material is more or less readable/com-
prehensible than another text, but also what steps should be taken
to increase the readability/comprehensibility. Accordingly, the
new techniques possess diagnostic as well as interpretive value.
This is not true for prior techniques. In fact, Flesch warned that
his technique is not to be used to develop rules for writing readable
text. He advised use of his technique only for measuring readability.
On the other hand, the structure-of-intellect and the psycholinguisti-
cally based concepts provide a basis for writing text which will be
readable/comprehensible. Currently, a procedural guide is under
development which will state how these variables can be measured
by interested users. It is anticipated that these procedures will be
of considerable interest to persons who prepare Air Force training
materials.

To the degree that the required measurements can be made
by others, the techniques here developed can be held to be useful.
And, utility is considered to be one criterion for judging the merit
of any new technique. Related to the problem of technique utility
is application ease. Presently, the structure-of-intellect and the
psycholinguistic measures rest on hand calculations--as is true for
any of the other readability measures, with the exception of the ARI.
However, chapter IV of the present report describes the potential
for automating the determination of a large number of these vari-
ables.

Other criteria for judging the merit of any uew technique
rest on considerations of psychometric reliability and validity.
There is little, if any, reason to suspect that the within or the be-
tween user reliabilities of the present techniques are unacceptably
low. Both techniques are based on objective counts and the like.
These counts can be defined and methods for their derivation can
be concretely specified. Accordingly, users who can be taught to
follow concrete rules should obtain acceptable reliability in the use
of the techniques. These arguments, however, do not obviate the
need for studies into the reliability of the techniques in actual ap-
plication.



Contentions supporting the validity of the new techniques
must rest on arguments relative to their construct validity and their
predictive validity. Construct validity is evaluated on the basis of
the psychological qualities that a technique measures, Quite obvi-
ously, the thrust of the expository aspects of the present report
was oriented toward arguments supporting the construct validity
of the structure-of-intellect and the psycholinguistic variables in
the readability/ comprehensibility context. Predictive validity is
evaluated by showing how well predictions of a technique are con-
firmed by evidence collected at some subsequent time. Equally ob-
vious is the thrust of the research reported in chapters III and IV,
which fo-cused on the establishment of the predictive validity of the
various measures. The research results substantiate a contention
of predictive validity for a large number of the variables investi-
gated. Cross validation of any set of findings is always warranted.
Certainly, it is warranted here in view of: (1) the potential of the
present findings for achieving a major contribution in increasing the
abilityof written materials to transmit information, and (2) the novelty
of the concepts presented.

Finally, the present set of studies was concerned only with a
subset of structure-of-intellect and psycholinguistic variables. Those
variables which seemed most relevant to our purposes, those which
were most easily quantified, and those which seemed most objective
were selected for this initial investigation. The potential of other
variables, both psycholinguistic and structure-of-intellect, should
be investigated in the readability/ comprehensibility context. There
is little pedagological value in making the reader work hard to bene-
fit from the written word. The written word is with us and will stay
with us in the foreseeable future. One would not produce a book from
a print that is blurry. Why must concepts be presented in a blurred
manner?
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